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WELCOME TO Silent Spring IN WISCONSIN 
 STUDENT CONFERENCE 

 
Silent Spring in Wisconsin is the thirteenth installment in the Great World Texts program 
sponsored by the Center for the Humanities at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Today, we 
are delighted to welcome students from 25 high schools around the state who have read Rachel 
Carson’s work that launched the modern environmental conscience. Great World Texts 
supports Wisconsin high school teachers and students in the effort to engage with important 
works of world literature that otherwise would not have a place in their classrooms. 2,000 
students have participated in this year’s program.   
 
Nearly 80 of Wisconsin’s finest teachers join us today. These dedicated teachers have 
introduced their students to the complex historical, political, and cultural issues that emerge in 
Carson’s work. In October and February, they came to the UW-Madison campus for intensive 
preparatory colloquia. We thank them for teaching world literature in Wisconsin classrooms, 
and applaud them for the impressive work of their students.   
 
We are especially honored to welcome our keynote speaker, 
Sandra Steingraber, to Wisconsin. Students will have the 
unique opportunity to join in conversation with her during 
the keynote proceedings. UW-Madison faculty and their 
students also are part of today’s events, and will moderate 
the Farm Table Sessions: breakout discussion forums for 
high school students who have produced creative and 
analytical written work. 
 
Throughout the day, students who have analyzed and discussed Silent Spring in their schools 
will have the opportunity to connect with their peers from across the state, as well as members 
of the University of Wisconsin community. They will experience firsthand the power, potential, 
and significance of literature, and the vibrant culture of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Silent Spring has brought these students, teachers, and scholars together, leading them to 
engage with questions of nature, race, inequity, feminism, public policy, and apocalypse. The 
dialogues that Great World Texts has cultivated in classrooms across the state give a taste of 
what happens every day at UW-Madison and demonstrate how studying literature, history, and 
culture prepares us for the demands of global citizenship.  
 
We welcome you—the students, teachers, and campus partners who make this conference 
matter—and we invite you to be active participants in our full day of events. 
 
Sara Guyer    Aaron Fai 
Director     Public Humanities Program Manager 
Center for the Humanities   Center for the Humanities 
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SILENT SPRING IN WISCONSIN: CONFERENCE OVERVIEW 
 

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE FOR DISCOVERY & UNION SOUTH (IN THAT ORDER) 
8:00 - 8:30 Arrivals: Check in at registration table at WID. Students 

presenting during Poster Sessions should set up at their school’s 
assigned tables. Students presenting during Plenary Sessions 
should proceed immediately to Varsity Hall at Union South. 
Center for the Humanities staff will assist you upon arrival. 

 

UNION SOUTH (VARSITY HALL, SECOND FLOOR) 
8:30 - 8:45 Welcome: Sara Guyer, Director of the Center for the Humanities 
  Rebecca Blank, Chancellor, UW-Madison 
 

8:45 - 9:35 Plenary Session 1 
 

9:35 - 9:50 Break: We will resume programing promptly at 9:50.   

9:50 - 10:40 Plenary Session 2 
 

10:40 - 11:00 Break: Keynote Ambassadors should proceed immediately to 
the stage, where they will be seated and given further 
instructions. We will resume programming promptly at 11:00.    

11:00 - 12:00 Keynote Address: “A Conversation with Sandra Steingraber”   

12:00 - 12:45 Lunch: Bagged lunches will be provided. Please remain near 
Varsity Hall or in one of the four lunch rooms on the 3rd Floor.   

12:45 - 1:00 Passing Period: Proceed to WID immediately. We will resume 
programming promptly at 1:00. 

 

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE FOR DISCOVERY (FIRST FLOOR) 
During their school’s designated Poster Session, students with digital projects assigned to THE 
GREENHOUSE should proceed to the H.F. DeLuca Forum. Students with written projects 
assigned to THE FARM TABLE should proceed to the East and West Conference Rooms. All 
other students should proceed to their school’s assigned tables. 
 

1:00 - 1:45 Poster Session 1 
Group 1 Schools: Present projects.  
Group 2 Schools: Tour project sessions.   

1:45 - 2:30 Poster Session 2 
   Group 1 Schools: Tour project sessions. 
   Group 2 Schools: Present your projects. 

 

2:30 - 2:45 Closing Remarks, Project Prizes, Departures. Gather round the 
H.F. DeLuca Forum. 

 

GOT A SMARTPHONE? LIVE TWEET THE CONFERENCE! 
 

We encourage attendees to live tweet the 2017-2018 Great World Texts in Wisconsin Annual 
Student Conference. Use Twitter to share photos of your favorite projects!  

 

Tweet at us @GREATWORLDTEXTS and we’ll re-tweet your posts. 
Use the following hashtag to keep up with the conversation: #WISCARSON 

 

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE PROJECTS 
See something you like? Vote for the best projects on show by visiting bit.ly/wiscarson 

Crowd favorites will receive special recognition and a prize! 
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PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS & LEAD TEACHERS 
 

Bay Port High School   Justin Nelson 
Chippewa Falls Senior High School  Molly Barnes 
Clark Street Community School  Heather Messer 
Clinton High School   Kim Bindl 
EAGLE School of Madison   Jenn Sauer 
Elkhart Lake-Glenbeulah High School  Leslie Corbin 
Golda Meir School    Jayme Timmons 
Hartford Union High School   Kathryn Zimpel 
High School of Health Sciences  Margaret Mulqueen 
Kettle Moraine School for Arts & Performance Terri Catania 
Kewaunee High School   Jonel Niesing 
Lake Mills High School   Brenda Morris 
Lodi High School    Carrie Kerska 
Madison Country Day School   Evelyn Lasky 
Madison East High School   Amy Isensee 
Milwaukee High School of the Arts  Alexander Branderhorst 
Milwaukee School of Languages  Will Harvill 
New Horizons for Learning Charter School Renee Glembin 
Oregon High School   Mackenzie Rogness 
Oshkosh North High School   Jason Cummings 
Osseo-Fairchild High School   Denise Beasley 
Rock University High School   Erin Jensen 
SAPAR c/o Marquette School  Kim Mayer 
Southern Door High School   Brett Hanson 
Wisconsin Heights High School  Kathy Haig 

 

POSTER SESSION GROUPS 
SESSION ONE 

 Chippewa Falls Senior High School Milwaukee School of Languages 
 Clark Street Community School New Horizons for Learning Charter School 
 Clinton Senior High School  Oregon High School 
 Elkhart Lake-Glenbeulah High School Osseo-Fairchild High School 
 Hartford Union High School  SAPAR c/o Marquette School 

Madison East High School  Southern Door High School 
Milwaukee High School of the Arts Wisconsin Heights High School 

 

SESSION TWO 
 Bay Port High School  Lake Mills High School 
 EAGLE School of Madison  Lodi High School 
 Golda Meir School   Madison Country Day School 
 Kettle Moraine School for Arts & Performance Oshkosh North High School 
 Kewaunee High School  Rock University High School 

 

If you are presenting in The Farm Table, please see page 13 for information about where you will present 
your project. 
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ABOUT OUR KEYNOTE SPEAKER: SANDRA STEINGRABER  
 

Biologist, author, and cancer survivor, Sandra 
Steingraber, Ph.D. writes about climate change, 
ecology, and the links between human health and the 
environment, with a focus on chemical 
contamination, climate change, and shale gas 
extraction via fracking. Steingraber’s highly acclaimed 
book, Living Downstream: An Ecologist’s Personal 
Investigation of Cancer and the Environment was the 
first to bring together data on toxic releases with data 
from U.S. cancer registries and was adapted for the 
screen in 2010. She recently edited an edition of 
Rachel Carson’s writings for Library of America. 
 

 
 

KEYNOTE AMBASSADORS     

   Leah Woodward   Chippewa Falls Senior High School 
   Alissa Heins   Clark Street Community School 
   Clara Lund   Clinton High School 
   Ella Whinney   EAGLE School of Madison 
   Emma Salzwedel   Elkhart Lake-Glenbeulah High School 
   Mordechai Tinney   Golda Meir School 
 Tyler Richards   Hartford Union High School 
   Izzy Vetterman   Kettle Moraine School for Arts & Perf. 
   Kelli Barta   Kewaunee High School 
   Quinn Borchert   Lake Mills High School 
   Elizabeth TenBarge   Lodi High School 
   Sophie Stofiel   Madison Country Day School 
   Ella Nowicki   Madison East High School 
   Ebony Zemlicka   Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
   Sam Gende   Milwaukee School of Languages 
   Sarena Powers   New Horizons for Learning Charter School 
   Colin Meidl   Oregon High School 
   Bella Green   Oshkosh North School 
   Caeli Fetherston   Osseo-Fairchild High School 
   Maque Mathison   Rock University High School 
   Marlene Thompson  SAPAR c/o Marquette School 
   Gracia Englebert   Southern Door High School 
   Ivy Kartman   Wisconsin Heights High School 
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PLENARY PRESENTATIONS 
Plenary project presentations are selected by the students and teachers to represent their 
school’s work on Silent Spring. The plenary presentations allow each school to formally share 
their students’ interpretations of Rachel Carson’s world-changing work. 
 
 

PLENARY SESSION 1 // 8:45 - 9:35   

Lodi High School: Zachary T. O’Connor and Aka Torti 
Lake Mills High School:   LuLu Collins 
Madison East High School: Erin Howard, Carol Spencer, Nick Wilcox, Jake Paquin 
Rock University High School: Ian Seichter 
Hartford Union High School: Rachel Norton and Erica Semler 
Oregon High School: Carolyn Christofferson, Ellen Martin, Andi McCorkle, 

Alyssa Milski 
Wisconsin Heights High School: Brooke Presny and Miranda Keith 
Clinton High School: Emma Brewer, Molly Kemp, Laura Schultz, Eli Spears, 

Elisa Swanson, Joe Wellnitz 
Kettle Moraine School for Kimberly Laberge, Breanna Kazinski, Carmen Castello,  
Arts and Performance: and Kelsi Morris 
EAGLE School of Madison: Rafay Adnan, Aidan Dresang, Isaac Schmidt 
Madison Country Day School:  Ella Halanski 
Clark Street Community School: Andrew Swanson 
 
 

PLENARY SESSION 2 // 9:50 - 10:40 
 

Milwaukee High School of the Arts:  Ebony Zemlicka 
Oshkosh North High School:  Leisha Chopra, Andi Pieczynski, Grace Vanderhei 
Kewaunee High School: Benji Worth 
Southern Door High School: Gracie Englebert and Zoey Kohler 
Osseo-Fairchild High School: Meyshia Lantz and Caroline Tietjens 
Milwaukee School of Languages: Emma Brooks and Mariah Parker 
New Horizons for Learning Charter: Eddie Carter Jr. 
Chippewa Falls High School: Ryan Hagen and Nate Riedel 
Golda Meir School: Jasmine Love, Trinity Tucker, Quenesha Watson 
Elkhart Lake-Glenbeulah High School: Lauren Jenny  
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PLENARY SESSION 1 PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

LODI HIGH SCHOOL 
Zachary T. O’Connor & Aka Torti (Mr. Schnell, Honors Chemistry), “How Much Progress Have 
We Really Made?”: Q/A with a Map Visual. A visual display of information about insecticide 
production, exportation, usage, and consumption by US citizens. It gives information on 
insecticide restriction throughout the world, the effect of these toxins on a human body, how 
these molecules cause so much harm, and the current state of insecticides in the modern 
world compared to when insecticides were first being produced.  
 
LAKE MILLS HIGH SCHOOL 
LuLu Collins (Mitchell, Comparative Literature & Creative Writing), Dear Members of 
Congress…: In Silent Spring, Carson shares numerous stories about the way DDT has affected 
many people in the US. I use stories and facts from Silent Spring to create a persuasive speech 
that aims to convince Congress to pass legislation limiting DDT usage. After presenting my 
speech, students in the audience will vote as if they are members of Congress using an 
interactive digital vote. My goal is to share factual arguments on why DDT should be 
regulated more and convince Congress to pass legislation.  
 
MADISON EAST HIGH SCHOOL 
Erin Howard, Carol Spencer, Nick Wilcox, Jake Paquin (Ms. Isensee & Ms. Gump, AP English 
Language and Composition), Civil rights Movement vs. Environmentalist Movement in the 
1960s: This project is a tri-fold poster board that discusses two controversial movements in 
the 1960s. On one side the environmentalist movement will be discussed and on the other 
side the civil rights movement will be discussed and how black people and people of color are 
not educated on the other movement and frankly had other, more important things to worry 
about. 
 
ROCK UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL 
Ian Seichter (Erin Jensen & Stephanie Villarello), A Day In The Life Of DDT: My project is a mini 
story on DDT. The main character is Dan, a DDT molecule. This is a kid’s story so it has a less 
serious and dark storyline, but still keeps scientific facts--though slightly simplified. The story 
is an illustrated story, made for children to understand. The story begins with how DDT is 
made using elements. The story continues on to show how DDT travels through the 
environment. In this story Dan begins his journey from a plant to things human come in most 
contact with. Readers are able to understand how DDT affects things around it from a tomato 
to a human. My story shares some of the events and themes that are in Silent Spring. 
 
HARTFORD UNION HIGH SCHOOL 
Rachel Norton and Erica Semler (Kathryn Zimpel): Our school created a museum based on 
Silent Spring.  The chosen projects for this conference represent all of the rooms of our 
museum. Rachel and Erica will be presenting the overall work our students did in creating a 
museum based on Silent Spring rather than on their specific museum exhibits. 
 
OREGON HIGH SCHOOL 
Carolyn Christofferson, Ellen Martin, Andi McCorkle and Alyssa Milski (English 12), Concealed 
Causes of Cancer: Our project is about the negative effects of products and lifestyle habits 
that can affect a person’s likelihood to develop cancer. We will be making connections to 
Rachel Carson’s research about DDT and how other substances in cigarettes, alcohol and 
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radiation can increase your risk for cancer. From Carson’s Silent Spring, she writes, “Each of 
these recurrent exposures, no matter how slight, contributes to the progressive buildup of 
chemicals in our bodies and so to cumulative poisoning” (7). We will be explaining how many 
were misinformed about the dangers of the exposure to these chemicals. 
 
WISCONSIN HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL 
Brooke Presny and Miranda Keith (Ms. Haig, Humanities II), Taking a Closer Look: Our project 
is a model of a visually appealing horse stable. This represents what people see from a far 
distance. As you look closer, the captions on each object will explain the problems within each 
object. The problems relate to Silent Spring and all the chemical use, the effects the chemicals 
have, and even bring in other outside issues. The racehorses in our stable have been given 
steroids and the dog has been inbred for many generations. We made this project to show 
that from a distance most things seem fine, but when you take a closer look, many major 
issues appear. 
 
CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL 
Emma Brewer, Molly Kemp, Laura Schultz, Eli Spears, Elisa Swanson, Joe Wellnitz (Mr. Lucas, 
AP Literature), DDT: Our goal as a group is to provide an example of how DDT in the 60s was 
believed to be healthy; however, that was not the case. We made a video that includes a 
news broadcast showing the unhealthy effects of DDT, and a commercial that will promote 
DDT. We hope to demonstrate how the people were blinded from the unhealthy effects of 
pesticides through the commercial we are creating. Within the commercial, we will recreate 
how DDT was sprayed during the 60s which a slight sense of humor to create the effect of 
how people were being lied to about the evil of pesticides. Our news broadcast will present 
the statistics of DDT, bringing the negative effects to the surface. All in all, we hope to create 
a presentation that will be an accurate demonstration of how people were being misled into 
believing DDT was a healthy choice for society. 
 
KETTLE MORAINE SCHOOL FOR ARTS AND PERFORMANCE 
Kimberly Laberge, Breanna Kazinski, Carmen Castello, and Kelsi Morris (Mrs. Catania, Mr. 
McIntyre, and Ms. Rach, Silent Spring Seminar), Kairos Creations: Sustainability and 
stewardship are possible with a solid action plan. Inspired by Silent Spring, KM Perform 
Students developed a project that approaches wellness with a message of environmental 
friendliness. The products developed are packaged sustainably and marketed as earth-friendly 
and chemical free. The student’s mission is to spread awareness about environmental issues 
that plague our society today and create a marketable product that is sustainable and 
environmentally friendly. 
 
EAGLE SCHOOL OF MADISON 
Rafay Adnan, Aidan Dresang, and Isaac Schmidt (Denise McCulley, 8th Grade Science), DDT to 
BPA: The Hidden Truth Behind the Stickers: Our video project explores the similarities in 
marketing between the current-day plastics industry and the insecticide companies of 
Carson’s day. Both used questionable scientific methods to justify the safety of their 
chemicals, deceiving many people who thought their products were safe. 
 
MADISON COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL 
Ella Halanski (Mrs. Lasky, English 9-1), Connected: Through my hanging sculpture I expressed 
the interconnectedness of nature, focusing around the use of different weights for balance. I 
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incorporated each aspect of nature addressed in the book by using different items relating to 
each. My piece is dependent on balance, expressing the theme of balance and 
interdependence in the book Silent Spring. I created this piece to help visualize natural 
ecosystems in an abstract sense, as each portion relies on another to remain balanced. 
 
CLARK STREET COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
Andrew Swanson, The Lead Pipe Removal Act: When Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring, she 
wrote a lot about not only taking care of our environment, but also taking care of each other 
so we live in an environment that is healthy for us as well as for the others that live in it. 
Carson’s message resonated with me when reading the book, and I wanted to do something 
that would have this same message but in a different style, in a style I liked. I landed on the 
idea of writing a bill because of my interest in government and politics. I knew and now know, 
when lead poisoning was brought up as an issue during Flint crisis, there were many holes in 
the waterworks system we use that would protect us from something like this nationally. The 
problem was solved in Flint, but nothing was passed from preventing it from happening again 
somewhere else. My bill, The Lead Pipe Removal Act, does take action on this. Following the 
Madison, Wisconsin method of taking care of lead pipes of rip and replace process, my bill will 
just do that. This will call for a massive project nationwide that will remove these pipes, put 
out an active search for better alternatives to these pipes, and put these alternatives in place.  
 
 

PLENARY SESSION 2 PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

MILWAUKEE HIGH SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
Ebony Zemlicka (Mr. Branderhorst, AP English), “Wild”: The song “Wild” describes the 
struggles animals go through in order to survive due to environmental issues.  It is sung from 
the perspective of wildlife. The song is performed by a solo voice, accompanied by live guitar 
and an originally composed backing track. 
 
OSHKOSH NORTH HIGH SCHOOL 
Leisha Chopra, Andi Pieczynski, and Grace Vanderhei (Jason Cummings, English 2 Honors), The 
Biocide Burden to our Bodies: Our project is a series of videos and pictures that simulate the 
symptoms/effects of pesticide poisoning. Our main objective is to display how different 
pesticides damaged not only the environment, but also the human body. We explored the 
different aspects of health, the mental and physical health. In order to display our 
creativeness, we used Thinglink to create an interactive virtual model of the human body with 
descriptions of how each symptom occurs. Our team wanted the viewer to understand the 
dramatic changes that happen to a person after ingesting pesticides. With that, we want the 
viewer to experience the symptoms while watching the simulation videos.    
 
KEWAUNEE HIGH SCHOOL 
Benji Worth (Ms. Niesing, Pre-AP Biology), “Phenolphthalein Piranha Project”: Inspired by 
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, our group decided we wanted to model how chemicals are 
passed through a food chain.  After research, we decided on an indicator called 
phenolphthalein. In 1975 the F.D.A. considered this chemical to be classified as “safe and 
effective” and it was found in processed food and over the counter medications. In 1997, 
however it was changed to “not recognized as safe” after a two year old rodent study. In this 
experiment, we showed how levels of phenolphthalein could build up to toxic levels in animal 
cells.  Fathead minnows were used as a specimen, and half received food laced with 
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phenolphthalein, while the control group received no chemical in their food.  After three 
weeks, the presence of phenolphthalein was tested using sodium hydroxide to the tank, 
causing pink spots on their fins and tails.  Goldfish received the treatment and in two days 
phenolphthalein was found in their fins.  Two tanks of piranhas were set up, one tank 
receiving phenolphthalein goldfish the other with goldfish with no chemical.  After three 
months, the piranhas were tested for the presence of phenolphthalein by placing them in a 
hydroxide solution.  The piranhas with phenolphthalein suddenly had pink spots while the 
control group remained unchanged modeling the effect of chemicals in the food chain and on 
living organisms. 
 
SOUTHERN DOOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Gracie Englebert and Zoey Kohler (Mr. Hanson’s AP Literature and English 11 Honors), D.C. 
L.A.W.: Southern Door's AP Literature and English 11 Honors students have accepted the 
critical responsibility of scientists, journalists, and artists: To explore, inform, and inspire. 
Using Rachel Carson's Silent Spring as a model, we’ve researched locally important topics and 
created videos to begin environmental conversations. We’ve also publish a book, D.C. L.A.W.: 
Door County's Land Air and Water Issues, to expand our calls to action. (All proceeds will be 
donated to the Door County Beekeeper’s Club to build a community bee hive at the 
Crossroads at Big Creek land preserve.) We must all work together to protect and preserve 
Door County, Wisconsin, America, and ultimately the Earth. 
 
OSSEO-FAIRCHILD HIGH SCHOOL 
Meyshia Lantz and Caroline Tietjens (Mrs. Beasley, Advanced English 12), Silent Killer: This 
video represents a movie trailer of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. The trailer takes place in the 
rural South because that was the area most heavily affected by the use of pesticides. The 
daughter gets sick in the film because children were affected more than adults. The film is 
shot in black and white to mimic the movie trailers released in the late 50s and early 60s. They 
also tended to be cheesy by modern standards and included long voiceovers, which we 
incorporated as well. 
 
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES 
Emma Brooks and Mariah Parker: Our goals are to successfully show how insecticides enter 
and destroy our earth and environment. We made a diorama of how insecticides infiltrate the 
earth and kill living things that are beneficial to the survival and well-being of the 
environment. 
 
NEW HORIZONS FOR LEARNING CHARTER SCHOOL  
Eddie Carter Jr. (Dr. Nedilsky, Ms. Glembin, Mr. Hemphill), DDT Hammer and Pesticide 
Company Representative (Costume): My project depicts the pesticide company and its views 
on DDT. The hammer will be a representation of DDT and how destructive it was on the 
environment. I chose this project because I wanted to depict what I feel the pesticide 
company acted like when they were trying to promote DDT and other pesticides. 
 
CHIPPEWA FALLS HIGH SCHOOL 
Ryan Hagen and Nate Riedel (Ms. Barnes & Mr. Wisner), The Stunning REAL Applications of 
DDT!: Our video project is a parody of 1940s/50s infomercials, specifically the ones about 
promoting the uses of chemicals such as DDT, using the REAL facts that we know about DDT 
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and how it affects the environment! We used multiple facts and arguments from Silent Spring 
to help make this video. 
 
GOLDA MEIR SCHOOL 
Jasmine Love, Trinity Tucker, Quenesha Watson (Ms. Smith, AP Literature): Our project is a 
scaled model of a Wisconsin city impacted by the use of DDT. This scaled model is meant to 
specifically exhibit the negative effects of DDT on various bird species in the Midwest. 
Featured are the robin, Wisconsin's state bird, the myrtle warblers in Whitefish Bay, and the 
state's swallow population. Providing a replica of the environmental impact of DDT was 
important for us because of the personal connections we have to the state of Wisconsin. As 
residents of this great state, it is crucial to understand that the use of hazardous technologies 
can have lasting implications. 
 
 
ELKHART LAKE-GLENBEULAH HIGH SCHOOL 
Lauren Jenny (Lei Lund, American Literature), “It’s Time We Listen”: I wrote a poem, inspired 
by the message of Silent Spring, and then wrote a musical composition to go with it. The 
words of the poem are superimposed on pictures of our earth being polluted and devastated 
by our wastefulness. The music, played on a piano, plays in the background.  
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THE FARM TABLE: SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS 
A Discussion Forum for Creative & Analytical Writing Projects 

 

Sessions are facilitated by Julia Dauer, PhD Candidate in English at UW-Madison 
& Sam Gee, Center for the Humanities. 

Students will summarize their projects, sharing their critical interpretations of Carson’s words. 
They will then discuss how their readings of Silent Spring connect and contrast.

 
 

SESSION ONE // 1:00 - 1:45 
 

A  EAST CONFERENCE ROOM                    Moderator: Julia Dauer 
 

Jaret Washtock     Clinton High School 
Antonia D’Huyvetter    Osseo-Fairchild High School 
Kelsie Dosher and Anna Speckien   Osseo-Fairchild High School  
Willem Flaugher     Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
Jaterria Harris     Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
Yerusha Perez     Milwaukee High School of the Arts 

 

B  WEST CONFERENCE ROOM                    Moderator: Sam Gee 
 

Megan Waage     Elkhart Lake-Glenbeulah High School 
Nicole Sander     Wisconsin Heights High School 
Pacheng Vang, Amy Nunez Torrijos   Madison East High School 
Marleny Nicoll Richiez Valdez   Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
Mikayla Sherman     Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
 

SESSION TWO // 1:45 - 2:30 
 

C  EAST CONFERENCE ROOM                    Moderator: Julia Dauer 
 

Owen Kudick     Kewaunee High School 
Rhianna Walzer and Olivia Wendt   Lodi High School 
Alexandra Asmuth     Madison Country Day School 
Maque Mathison     Rock University High School 

 
 

D  WEST CONFERENCE ROOM                    Moderator: Sam Gee 
 

Kelli Barta, Sahara Gardner, Ariel Johanek,   Kewaunee High School 
 & Mikayla Tulachka 
Alaina Ledvina and Kaaryn Smidel   Kewaunee High School 
Owen Jelinek, Kyle Mayberry   Lodi High School 
Paul Petzold     Madison Country Day School 
Jonathan Muraki     Rock University High School 
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THE FARM TABLE: PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS 
 
A  EAST CONFERENCE ROOM // 1:00 - 1:45 Moderator: Julia Dauer 
 

Jaret Washtock, Clinton High School 
“Evil Clouds” (Poetry): I am writing a poem that will not only demonstrate the views of the people and 
government in 1962, but also show symbolism through the objects created to make a message about 
what was happening in 1962. 
 
Antonia D’Huyvetter, Osseo- Fairchild High School 
The Quiet Grassroots Uprising (Newspaper article): This newspaper article is based on an interview with 
my dad who is an organic dairy and crop farmer. His alternate approach to the environment and 
knowledge on the effects of pesticides provide information on changes that came about after the 
publication of Silent Spring.  
 
Kelsie Dosher and Anna Speckien, Osseo-Fairchild High School 
The Bird No Longer Sings (Collection of Poems): The poems included in this book are a haiku, limerick, 
free verse, blackout, and poem for two voices.  Each poem represents one of the five themes of the 
book: interconnectedness of life, the precautionary principle, past, present, and future, public 
education and responsibility, and a new era of man. Each poem is also dedicated to either nature or 
humans and documents how DDT affected them. Our poem for two voices highlights nature and 
humans having a conversation on how DDT affects them. We decided to write each poem with a 
specific theme and topic because it was not just one species that was affected by DDT.  
 
Willem Flaugher, Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
“Dear Future Generations: Sorry”: A spoken word piece written by Prince Ea. It is a letter from our 
generation to future generations apologizing for ruining the planet for them. It addresses the 
deforestation of the world’s forests, and the increasing rate of animal extinction. It also describes the 
effects of pollution and rising sea levels on human life by given examples of human experiences in other 
countries. 
 
Jaterria Harris, Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
“Chick-a-Lean”: My rap is about how our people today need to make a change to save the earth. We 
want our kids’ kids to live on this earth. Also, in my rap I remind the people about all the animals that 
went extinct and all the tropical islands that are going away—specifically that the ice in Antarctica is 
melting.  
 
Yerusha Perez, Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
“The Destruction of Us”: I have written a total of 3 poems they all have to do with privilege and the 
abuse we have with the things that surrounds us. We haven't learned how to value the beauty in not 
only nature, but life too. We take advantage with the gifts that are given to us in this world. 
 
 

B  WEST CONFERENCE ROOM // 1:00 - 1:45 Moderator: Sam Gee 
 

Megan Waage, Elkhart Lake-Glenbeulah High School 
“Selective Attention” (Collection of blackout poetry): In most cases, humans focus their attention on 
only certain important elements of input from our environment. Other things blend into the 
background or pass us by completely. My poems, presented in English, French and Spanish, showcase 
this tendency of human nature by showcasing a message I pulled forward from each version of Silent 
Spring. 
 
Nicole Sander, Wisconsin Heights High School 
“Eleutheromania” (Free verse poem): My project personifies nature and humanity in order to show 
their delicate relationship.  I felt written word would be the best way to portray this idea.  Nature holds 
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up or sustains humanity.  But, humanity doesn’t realize this and wants to be free from nature.  When 
trying to get free, humanity unknowingly hurts nature.  Nature holding humanity symbolizes how much 
we need a safe environment to live, and humanity hurting nature symbolizes the chemical spraying 
discussed in Silent Spring. 
 
Pacheng Vang, Amy Nunez Torrijos, Madison East High School 
“What happened to the sounds of spring?”: This poem illustrates the impact on nature that Silent Spring 
discusses. It reminds people of the sounds spring brings. We want people to know how humans are 
destroying nature by using pesticides. We would like to bring awareness to future generations by letting 
them know that pesticides have negatively contributed to the world we live in.  
 
Marleny Nicoll Richiez Valdez, Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
“Morning Mood” (Flute Performance): I will be performing Morning Mood by composer Edvard Grieg. 
The movement is composed based around a sunrise and all that comes with it. In the song it carries the 
mood of a rising sun but it also carries small little musical expressions which may resemble the singing 
of birds or the flight of a bee, the awakening of a swan. 
 
Mikayla Sherman, Milwaukee High School of the Arts 
“A Letter to You” (Spoken word): This is a poem where ¨mother¨ earth writes a letter to the people 
living on the land. She is expressing how she if fear full for what may happen to her if things don't 
change. She is pleading with her “children” to stop the madness. 
 
 

C  EAST CONFERENCE ROOM // 1:45 - 2:30 Moderator: Julia Dauer 
 

Owen Kudick, Kewaunee High School 
“The Apocalypse” (Essay): Why is everyone so obsessed with the apocalypse?  From films to TV shows 
to books, the ratings say it all!  Why did the human race even begin thinking about this horrible possible 
outcome to mankind?  In the book, Silent Spring, Rachel Carson depicts a beautiful and mysterious 
world that is being slowly destroyed by toxins. My essay explains how society’s treatment of nature 
constantly pushed us toward the apocalypse unknowingly. 
 
Rhianna Walzer and Olivia Wendt; Lodi High School 
The Truth About Pesticides: We have created journalistic writings based on Silent Spring by Rachel 
Carson, and inspired by its origins in serial journalism.  It is a critical analysis because it speaks for 
Mother Nature by using the voice of one of her own in an article written from the perspective of a 
Peregrine Falcon. 
 
Alexandra Asmuth, Madison Country Day School 
Women in STEM-Rachel Carson and Why It is Important: My essay, “Women in STEM-Rachel Carson and 
Why it is Important” explores the roles and challenges of women in STEM fields in the past, focusing on 
the Cold War era of Rachel Carson (a decade before Second Wave Feminism) and comparing it to the 
present. From research I found the struggles and triumphs for women in both eras are more similar 
than we would like to think. The 1950's was a time of massive enforcement of gender roles and the idea 
of the nuclear family. Even though this sentiment and the G.I Bill prevented most women from pursuing 
successful careers in STEM, women in higher positions encouraged other women to get involved with 
STEM, including Rachel Carson. Today much has improved for women in STEM, but women still face 
discouragement including job discrimination, unequal treatment, a sexual harassment and assault in the 
workplace and academia. I argue that an increase in women in STEM is not only important as a human 
rights issue, but it is important for STEM and the advancement of human knowledge in general.  
 
Maque Mathison, Rock University High School 
No One Sings (An apocalyptic short story): Rachel Carson warns us of a world in which we overuse 
insecticides, pesticides, and a deadly array of chemicals which not only poisons the world, but also kills 
it. No One Sings takes place in another world where Rachel Carson had not written Silent Spring. 
Another world where people were never warned about the harmful effects of the chemicals they were 
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so freely using. No One Sings  is the story Carson synopsizes in A Fable for Tomorrow. In this world, we 
continue to use pesticides freely, without worry. This led to an almost nuclear-like fallout across the 
world. With the fall of the governments, the chaos which broke out throughout the world, and the 
exposure and intake of chemicals, many people died. The story is about a young adult, Felix, trying to 
live in the United States years after the fall of the world and dealing with the results of the ignorance of 
the world’s past. 
 

D  WEST CONFERENCE ROOM // 1:45 - 2:30 Moderator: Sam Gee 
 
 

Kelli Barta, Sahara Gardner, Ariel Johanek, Mikayla Tulachka; Kewaunee High School 
“A Poetic Silent Spring” (Poetry): This is a compilation of meaningful poems that we have composed to 
express our opinions based on Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. Rachel’s book motivated us to make a 
stand against harmful chemicals which are still present in our environment today. We plan to make a 
change in our world, by letting others know the consequences that harmful toxins have on plants, 
which them transfer to us as well. 
 
Alaina Ledvina and Kaaryn Smidel; Kewaunee High School 
“The Controversy Continues…” (Investigative interview shared in the form of an essay): Rachel Carson’s 
Silent Spring, began a movement of citizens becoming involved in environmental issues of the time. The 
controversy is in many ways the same, but has somewhat changed with the technology used with the 
science of growing food. We address a much debated topic regarding organic/sustainable farming vs. 
large factory farms. 
 
Owen Jelinek, Kyle Mayberry; Lodi High School 
“Romantic Poetry on Silent Spring”: Our project is a Romantic era poem about the themes found in 
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. The Romantic era was categorized by opposition to the ideas of the 
industrial revolution. Romantics focused on appreciating nature and emotion, while believing that man 
had no right to manipulate nature. These Romantic ideas coincide with the ideas expressed in Silent 
Spring, and we complete the connect with our work. 
 
Paul Petzold, Madison Country Day School 
Man’s Obligation to Nature (Persuasive Essay): My project is a persuasive essay about the responsibility 
of mankind for nature’s wellbeing. It takes ideas from Silent Spring and uses more recent studies to talk 
about man’s duty to take care of nature.  
 
Jonathan Muraki, Rock University High School 
Silent Spring: Then and Now (Paper): Since its publication in 1962, many of the pesticides within Rachel 
Carson’s Silent Spring informative tale have change. Although still relevant, the physical changes of the 
pesticides, their use, and society’s reaction to them are considerably different. This paper will draw 
parallels between the pesticide cultures of 1960s and of today. It will examine the quantities of 
pesticides used, the types of pesticides used, and the portrayal of pesticides in the media. This paper 
will also examine the many significant shifts in the aforementioned categories, and will bridge the gap 
between then and now.  
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POSTER SESSION PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS 
Alphabetical by School 

 
BAY PORT HIGH SCHOOL 

 

TBA 
 

CHIPPEWA FALLS SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Michael Kramer 
“Undoubtedly Ignorance”: The aim of my song is to express the folly of turning a blind eye to things that 
you do not wish to see. Silent Spring opened many eyes that would have otherwise been closed to the 
harmful effects of the chemicals being used, but plenty of others kept their eyes closed and refused to 
see, before and after the book’s publishing. And while the situations that the book examines certainly 
apply to the theme of the song, the theme also extends to any situation, large or small, where we might 
turn our gaze from a hard truth, and inevitably have to deal with the repercussions. 
 
Emilee Murphy 
“The Silent Spring Today”: An illustrated interpretation, in colored pencil, of what life would be like 
today if the pesticides from the 50’s and 60’s were still used to this day. The project is presented as a 
triptych on 7 inch by 10 inch mixed media paper. I was inspired to do this project by both the opening 
chapter and by Rachel Carson’s telling of all the destruction these pesticides were doing. While coming 
up for ideas for this project I thought of doing an artistic rendering of if those harmful pesticides were 
still in use today. It shows all the disastrous impacts they have made on the environment and human 
life.  With this project I wanted to tell a story, a powerful narrative through art. The strongest way to 
achieve the strong narrative in my mind was to put it into triptych form. Where there are three relating 
artworks combined to tell the viewer a story. With this project I aimed to make the viewer think about 
their choices in the world and if they are fueling any of today's modern destruction.  
 
Sydney Parkhurst 
“Pests”: What was the whole point of DDT, and the use of chemical warfare in general? Why, it was for 
environmental control and the extermination of ‘pests’. Though, what makes something a pest? It’s 
understandable if something actively hurts people, like those deadly bacteria we all hear on the news, 
but what have ants done? Or even larger, the snakes, mice, beetles, and other ‘pests’ that scurry 
around? Sure some have carried those nasty virus’, but we should know by now that a common day rat 
doesn’t carry the plague. Now, pests are synonymous with eyesore, if it looks bad, kill it. We see 
pinboards for all the beautiful butterflies and rainbow color beetles, but now’s the pests turn.  
 
Mackenzie Robinson 
“Mother Earth”: My project is a painting of Rachel Carson surrounded by nature, taking inspiration from 
illustrations in the book and her devotion to the environment 
 
Korah Walla 
”Which would you rather see?”: The project was inspired by the amount of wildlife and nature that 
Rachel Carson talks about throughout Silent Spring. The excerpts are small, descriptive, poetic pieces 
that I took from Silent Spring along with a little bit of my own writing. These are supposed to tell of 
alluring nature and life, but they don't match the scenes. The scenes depict the world now and then 
when Carson wrote Silent Spring, poisoned and dying.  
 
Leah Woodward 
“Springtime Without a Robin’s Song”: With this project, I wish to further explore the ideas addressed in 
chapter 8 of Silent Spring, And No Birds Sing. I have always felt a certain connection with birds, probably 
ever since I was a child who loved to collect the beautiful feathers they leave behind sometimes. 
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Needless to say, that chapter hit me hard. When I read about the poisoning of these animals, I simply 
wanted to show the world how undeserving of this treatment birds are. Even more, I needed to show 
those responsible what comes from their need to triumph over nature. And so, I decided to paint a 
robin who has died from DDT poisoning, painfully, wrongfully, and alone. But I felt like the painting 
needed something else to go with it, something that would enhance the meaning of the painting even 
more. After much deliberation, I also wrote a poem using short quotes from Rachel Carson’s book to 
further illustrate my remorse for this atrocity. The poem does not focus on the untimely deaths of just 
the birds, but of anything or anyone who has fallen victim to the harmful poisons used by humans to 
wage unnecessary war against their animal, plant, and insect neighbors.  
 

CLARK STREET COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
 

Alissa Heins 
“Chemical Alternatives”: My project was inspired by silent springs by when they were talking about 
pesticides and how they kill more than just what they are meant to kill. The cleaning supplies we use on 
a daily basis have a lot of the ingredients in them that are also in pesticides. My process for this project 
was to first gather information on my topic. Next I decided exactly what to do and how I was going to 
get my information out to the people who were going to be looking at my presentation at the 
conference. What I decided was to create a personal narrative on the topic and to also create a recipe 
box with recipe cards for the guests to get as they stop by and look at my project. Finally what I am 
trying to get across with my project is to inform and hopefully persuade people to switch to these 
alternatives and simply just inform them on how bad the cleaning supplies actually are. 
 
Ted Wilson 
“Chernobyl Timeline”: What first sparked my Idea for this project how Rachel Carson made her book to 
raise awareness to bring awareness to a overlooked problem and in my opinion to show people that 
they can have an impact even if it’s just in their backyard. I thought way back to a class I took called 
radioactive where we researched the effects of radiation on animals. In this project I mainly focus on 
the effects to the Chernobyl events on the environment and the city built to support the plant named 
Pripyat. Because of an earlier class I had background knowledge on the Chernobyl disaster along with 
some of the effects created from it. My first step of the process was to Fill in gaps in my knowledge 
about the event. After I compiled all the information I researched into a timeline. Once I had a draft of 
my timeline I planned a large-scale collage with a mix of stock photography and my own paintings all 
displayed on a piece of butcher block paper. Working on this project has confirmed my thinking on the 
fact that we need to continue to protect against the harmful types of radiation and what we use 
radiation for. The copious amounts of casualties and damage that has occurred because of Chernobyl is 
enough to show the dangerous side of radiation. The message I am trying to spread is a message of 
awareness to the dangers that face the environment and animals that live in it if we fail to protect them 
against it. 
 
Hannah Cormier 
“Backyard Junkyard”: In Silent Spring, author and marine biologist, Rachel Carson wrote about 
pesticides killing nature. I wanted to show the other ways humans are contaminating the environment. 
I decided to take pictures of areas in nature where garbage interfered with the beauty of the 
environment. In order to do this, I had to learn how to take pictures of these things without man made 
buildings in the background to take away from the focus of the picture. The first pictures I took were 
very blurry. So I had to learn how to use the zoom button in order to get better detail. Then I went 
outside and walked in Pheasant Branch looking for signs where there was evidence of human activity in 
the area. I also had to find areas that didn’t show signs of human activity to show the comparison 
between the clean areas and the contaminated areas. Next, I took pictures and figured out how to 
compare them. Doing this project I can see that people were throwing trash into Pheasant Branch area. 
I found trash near the bridge by the road, in the stream, and off to the side near the walk ways. Over all 
I am trying to get people to see that making a mess in Pheasant Branch just messes it up for everyone, 
especially the plants and animals that live in Pheasant Branch.  People need to treat nature the way we 
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do with our homes. When you come back after a hard day, at work you wouldn’t want to find your 
house in a pile of garbage would you? You would want to come home to a nice clean house that isn’t 
covered in garbage. So let’s clean up the home we all live in. LET’S CLEAN UP THE EARTH! 
 
Piper Bolden 
“If We Miss a Story...”: My project is about the damage to the cherished pieces of the environment and 
how they will become stories and memories if this destruction continues. In Rachel Carson’s first 
chapter of Silent Spring she gave life through her words to a gorgeous natural environment, I realized 
that this isn’t something many people see or notice or that it’s taken for granted. My display has a rustic 
look, using clipboards and easels to display my four poems and their matching drawings. The drawings 
of nature are colored messily with vibrant colors to show the perfect chaos found in nature, the others 
are plain because they are meant to show a futuristic place where nature isn’t widely known and the 
places we take for granted are absent. The poems hold the strongest part of the project, as they are 
written from a younger child’s point of view, in a place where nature isn’t widely seen or known. The 
poems themselves asking about where the natural world is, and what it looks like. The nostalgia feeling 
behind the poems showing the sadness of the absence of an important part of our world. 
 
Fuzzy Saez 
“I Speak For The Trees..”: They say pictures speak a thousand words, but the lorax speaks 5, “I speak for 
the trees”. My photos show the Lorax reaching out to help again against unnecessary human impact. 
Rachel Carson wrote her book to speak out for nature just like the Lorax does in his story by Dr. Suess.  
 
Charles Wood 
“Radiation and The Environment”: Silent Spring in chapter eight And No Bird Sing there was a section of 
the chapter where Rachel Carson used biomagnification to explain mass amounts of observed robin 
death; this interested me as I am naturally curious about how things work and felt it could create a 
interesting project. I then connected the idea of biomagnification to another topic I am extremely 
curious about as of late, radiation; after thinking about the project Chernobyl came up as the focus 
because of the research done on it. The format for my project is displayed on the allotted table room 
with my Icons and combined information sheets. The information will be displayed in i different pieces 
each with icons representing them. What I have learned from this project would be the measurements 
of radiation, how humans are affected by radiation, and how something like Cesium-137 moves through 
an environment. 
 
Syl Bishop 
“Why are green spaces important to you?”: In “Silent Spring” Rachel Carson writes her concerns about 
what would happen if even children wandering through nature weren’t safe due to the chemicals that 
became pervasive in their environment. My project is a mini-documentary about what having safe and 
accessible green spaces mean to people, and why green spaces are important. I define a green space as 
any natural area that remains preserved or largely safe from being negatively affected by humans, such 
as nature trails or national parks. I spent a day videotaping different areas of the Pheasant Branch 
Conservancy Trail, which is the nearest green space to my area, and interviewing people about why 
they use the trails and how they would feel if green spaces became unsafe or inaccessible. I then edited 
together a video showcasing their responses, my research, and clips of nature (both unaffected and 
affected by human presence). I plan to display my video in front of an interactive board where viewers 
can add their own ideas about green spaces. My goal through this project is to help people become 
more appreciative and grateful of the green spaces that are available to them, and maybe encouraging 
them to exercise their power as consumers by utilizing these spaces. 
 

CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Alistair Alonzo 
“The Dandelion”: My story expresses issues within crop growth and the use of pesticides effect on a 
local to a global scale. Each event and image conveys that lack of environmental care and similar 
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concerns stated in Silent Spring over the usage of chemicals in agriculture can hurt other animals, 
plants, and maybe even us. It incorporates characters that you can emotionally connect with and 
artwork to visualize its key events.   
 
Kaila Alonzo and Paige Niman 
“Man or Nature?”: Our goal is to show the effect that mankind has on mother nature, we as humans 
need to understand how much we affect nature.  In our drawing we will have mother nature and a gun 
pointing at her, the gun represents man, a bullet will be headed towards her.  
 
Kendyl Bagley, Kallie Inman, Sierra Keithley, Rileigh McCoy, Brenna Mullooly, Roberta Pinto  
“CHS 19 News: Silent Spring”: Our goal is to highlight the fact that society was naive and ignorant to the 
effects DDT was causing in the environment. We’ll make a news broadcast that takes place in different 
environments in the US and show the effects DDT had on that area. We will show how people were 
naive by using ironic situations where people are oblivious to the fact that everything around them is 
dead while saying that everything is fine. 
 
Erin Bauer and Charlotte Mueller 
“Two Different Worlds”: Our goal was to show the consequences of not taking care of the environment. 
We wanted to set it up in a way so that is could be compared to a environment that was well taken care 
of. To do this, we created a diorama where one side shows a healthy environment while the other 
shows a world that is plagued by environmental issues. We used examples from Rachel Carson’s book 
Silent Spring, including the effects that DDT and other environmental issues had on birds, fish, and 
plants.  
 
Kelsey Beaumont, Olivia McDonald, & Elyssa Pope  
“Pesticides and Fertilizers: Do the Downfalls Outweigh the Benefits?”: Our project is a documentary 
where we conducted interviews with different people to learn about the opinions surrounding 
pesticides and fertilizers and their effects. Our main goal was to gain as much knowledge about 
pesticides and fertilizers from different people who work in the industry. We conducted an interview 
with a local small scale farmer, a wildlife biologist, and a Delong applicator. At the end of the 
documentary, our goal was to connect the information that we learned back to the Silent Spring book. 
Within each interview, we did our best to ask as difficult of questions that we could come up with in 
order to gain the most from each of our interviews. We came into the projects thinking that we would 
end with pesticides and fertilizers being a negative in our world today, but after watching back the 
interviews and analyzing the knowledge we gained, our views have drastically changed. Watch the 
video to see just how pesticides and fertilizers affect us and the environment; you may be surprised at 
just what you learn.  
 
Brady Beals, Addyson Ciochon, Jenna Chrayah, Grace Farrell, Gracey Garner, Kennedy Mumm, & 
Hannah Welte 
“U.S. Pesticides”: Our project brings light upon the pesticides in the United States. Each page has a 
different topic on pesticides of both the past and present. We cover pesticides benefits, both the good 
and the bad. We explain the use of pesticides, describing what they are used for. This magazine brings 
real facts to increase your understanding of pesticides in the United States. 
 
Mallory Birkholz, Gretchen Hahn, Anna Horozewski 
“Pesticides: Exploring What We Eat”: Our magazine is used to address the pros and cons of using 
pesticides on not just a large scale but on small scale gardens as well. We addressed this topic using two 
interviews with Monsanto and Eco Hvar on their take of the use of pesticides. Another component of 
our magazine is the biography of well known environmentalist Rachel Carson. To finish the articles off 
we included a multi page article addressing the pros and cons of pesticide use. We have included 
pictures full page ads and multiple pictures tied to the articles. 
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Abigail Buchanan  
“Web of Rhetoric”: The project consists of a poster with a rhetoric web and a one-page explanation of 
the purpose of rhetoric in Silent Spring; the purpose also explains the rhetoric strategies portrayed in 
the rhetoric web.  
 
Rachel Burno and Rachel LeFevre 
“Pesticide Exploratory”: Our goal was to make a model about how pesticides affect living organisms 
including bugs, humans, and plants; and the detrimental effects of the misuse of pesticides. We 
experimented with this information on a pair of African Violets to have an example of what happens if 
pesticides are misused. Our poster chronicles the information we have gathered, while the plants serve 
as the real life application of our studies. 
 
Sam Carrillo 
“The Final Blow to Humanity:” My project will be a representation of the effects of DDT to the 
environment if it were to be continuously used. The project will be a diorama, depicting a field 
decimated by crop dusters filled with the canisters of DDT. The majority of the scene will be sparse of 
any vegetation, with mostly dirt, with dead logs, animal bones, and other depictions of death in the 
wild. But in the middle of the scene, a lone patch of bright green grass will foster a lone tree, bearing no 
leaves. The tree will house a small family of birds, waiting for their demise. A model crop duster will be 
flying overhead, dropping a load of DDT, hence the title, “The Final Blow to Humanity”. The scene is a 
metaphor for the folly of man, who kill senselessly without considering the results of their actions. In 
the scene, they kill the last of nature with no mercy and no afterthought. 
 
Allison Carter, Isabella Howard, Ysabel Imoff, & Clara Lund 
“Dog Days”: This collection of photos showcases the negative impact of pesticides, killing the plants, 
and the creatures affected. The smoke and water and dye each represent different forms of 
insecticides. The title “Dog Days” comes from the very brave Archie who took part in our photo shoot, 
helping to illustrate that there is more than one species affected by the poisons of the modern world. 
*NO PLANTS OR ANIMALS WERE HARMED IN THE CREATION OF THESE PHOTOS* 
 
Jordan Decker and Jordan Laatz  
“Harmful Effects of DDT”: We made a historically fiction newscast set in the early nineteen-sixties when 
the use of DDT was near its peak.  The newscast takes place at the fictional news station “Channel 29 
News” in Chicago, Illinois.  The host, Roy Chase, proceeds to give the audience a brief introduction of 
the prior use of DDT in the U.S. before welcoming his guest, Dr. Bodemeister from the University of 
Chicago.  Dr Bodemeister, an esteemed professor and researcher at the University of Chicago, presents 
recent research on DDT and talks about the growing momentum for change created by Mrs. Rachel 
Carson with the book, “Silent Spring”.  The intention of this project is to highlight not only the contents 
of the book, but the context of the time and the historical impact of it. 
 
Maddie Diderich and Gladys Lara 
“Escaping DDT”: Our project is a board game with different circumstances, depending on how you play 
it and what route you choose to adventure, will depict if you survive or struggle to live. Our board game 
starts with a risky and a safe direction you choose to live through. Throughout these paths you have to 
try and survive by gaining more animals into your group and make it through DDT, predators and other 
life threatening situations.  
 
Cole Floberg and Hana Jacobs 
“Two Different Worlds”: Our project was a drawing of a world without pesticides and a world with 
pesticides. The idea behind this drawing was if we continue to use pesticides the way we are, then the 
world will turn into a decaying and dark world like the right side of the picture. We also have a 
paragraph on alternatives to pesticides and how those alternatives will better the world. There will also 
be facts about how pesticides are affecting our world and how they will continue to affect the world if 
we do not change the pesticides we are using. 
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Cora Laatz and Mckayla Leske 
“How Do You Affect the Environment?”: Our project is an environmental question flowchart. The 
following questions above help you to find out if you are hurting our environment or saving it. The 
questions range from animals, plants, water to what you use in your everyday life.  
 
Joe Morouney 
“Silent Spring”: I wrote an electronic song using Vocaloid singer Hatsune Miku. I wanted to show the 
decaying of the world for what it is, disgusting and ugly, instead of the beautiful tragedy that many 
people make it out to be. The song is essentially a tale of seven deadly sins, and that it is the greed and 
carelessness of humanity that is causing the destruction of the planet. I conveyed this through its lyrics 
and the switching from a lighthearted major verse to a heavy, dark minor chorus. 
 
Grace Niman 
“Loss”: The goal of my project is to incite feelings of empathy or sorrow for the humans and eagles 
affected by DDT. It includes a woman who developed breast cancer and an eagle who has lost eggs 
(future children) due to DDT. 
 
Alma Rangel  
“3 Environmental Activists”: For my trifold board presentation, I chose three environmentalist that are 
very well known for their works. The first activist is Rachel Carson; as you all know, she is very well 
known for her books, especially Silent Spring, where she talks about the excessive misuse of pesticides. 
The next person I chose was, former vice president, Al Gore. He widely became a global warming 
activist after the release of his first movie “An Inconvenient Truth.” The movie explains the possible 
outcomes when we continue to emit large quantities of CO2 and continue to live our lives in oblivion to 
global warming’s effects. “An Inconvenient Sequel is the second movie released and it explains the ways 
that global warming is happening and how it affects people from all over the world. And the final 
environmentalist I included was John Muir; an immigrant from Scotland and graduate from University 
of Wisconsin. He was an advocate for the U.S. Forest Conservation and helped establish Sequoia and 
Yosemite national parks.  
 
Noah Schultz 
“The Ecosystem of Life”: The goal of the project is to show that the ecosystem can function 
harmoniously without the intervention of humans or the removal/addition of a species. I have designed 
a standard Succulent terrarium and an Ivy terrarium to represent an analogy of a miniature ecosystem.  
The book Silent Spring portrayed how humans thought that using DDT to eradicate nuisance species, 
would help the ecosystem thrive, even though previously, before humans came to be and brought 
organization, the wilds of the ecosystem functioned congruously through checks and balances. The 
point of the project is to be an analogy for the wilds before humans brought in their hand of uniformity, 
disrupting the balances of nature. 
 
Lily Yang 
“Behind DDT” (Painting): The world was once beautiful, but DDT was harming and slowly killing it. 
Without knowing, we sprayed everything down with so much of that substance we didn’t even care to 
think about what’s going on around us. If Earth were to be a human, DDT would be like harmful drugs 
Earth was intaking because of us. If we put it into a story people have seen and can relate to it’ll spread 
awareness of the situation and that’ll bring the end of DDT usage.  
 

EAGLE SCHOOL OF MADISON 
 

William Jin, Reena Kijowski, Toby Lee, and Joshua Wang 
“DDT is Good for Me(?)”: How Silent Spring Changed the Portrayal of Poisons in Popular Culture: Our 
project explores how the publication of Silent Spring altered the portrayal of insecticides and poisons in 
pop culture. From cartoons like “Tom and Jerry” to popular magazines like Good Housekeeping, we 
were able to analyze a shift in attitude toward poisons in everyday America.  
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Melis Baskaya, Kate Lewicki, Karina Meyers & Libby Pleva 
“Hysterical Woman”: Rachel Carson vs. the Media: Our project explores the sexism that Rachel Carson 
faced from the media following the publication of Silent Spring, and the treatment of female scientists 
in the 1960s compared to today. We chose to use a collage plastered with ignorant, misogynistic 
comments by the media, first-hand information from one of Rachel Carson’s research assistants, and 
biographies of women environmentalists inspired by Carson’s work. Our aim is to emotionally and 
visually connect the viewer to Carson’s determination to break boundaries. 
 
Ananya Krishna 
Elixirs of Death: How Pesticides Wreak Havoc on Microbial Balance: My project explores the adverse 
effects of pesticides on microbial life in soil and how this can cause eons of damage to healthy 
ecosystems and the environment through a visual presentation consisting of a poster board and small 
models. My project focuses on the impacts of pesticide-influenced microbes on the Nitrogen Cycle, and 
whether there are still any pesticides today that have these same negative effects.  
 
Preet Talwar and Julia Votava  
A Window to the Future: A World Enveloped in DDT: Our project uses a model of what the view from a 
window would look like in a world where the use of DDT was never discontinued. We represented the 
effects of these chemicals on different organisms in our environment by creating a window. Through 
the window you see how our environment would appear had Silent Spring not changed the minds of 
the public about the use of pesticides. Behind the window you see the world as we know it today, 
unaffected by DDT.  
 
Abby Lane and Ceci Cohen 
The Other Road: The Public Reaction to Silent Spring and How They Chose Their Path: How did Rachel 
Carson write a book that almost single handedly started an environmental movement? In our 
presentation, we explore how Carson convinced her audience of the dangers of pesticides and the 
explosive reaction of the public, as well as the retaliation of the chemical companies. Given both 
Carson’s and the companies’ sides of the argument, how did the audience decide their path? How 
would you choose? 
 
Simon Kissel and Patrick Scerpella 
The Evil Spells of the Cold War: The Influence of the Nuclear Threat on Silent Spring: Our documentary 
explores the Cold War’s indirect influences on how people received Silent Spring and how the tensions 
between Communist and Capitalist nations influenced the tactics used by both sides in the war over 
pesticide use. Exploitation and fear-mongering about nuclear annihilation were among the popular 
tactics employed by both Carson and the chemical companies.  
 
Peter Engel 
The Press’s Reaction: Exploring Biases in the Media: My documentary covers the different reactions that 
certain news outlets and journals had to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. It looks at the biases of different 
outlets along with the underlying reasons behind those biases. It also explores the difference between 
the coverage by print journals and that of the news shows. 
 
Erik Stuart  
A Green Mindset: How Wisconsin Became the First State to Ban DDT: My project is both a visual and 
text-based analysis of the mindset of Wisconsinites, and how they became the first state ready to pass a 
law banning the use of the chemical toxin DDT.  
 
Charlie Grabois and Charles Yam Ni  
A Look into Different Minds: Four Perspectives on Silent Spring: Our project is a four-part documentary 
that examines Silent Spring through the lenses of people in different situations. Our project looks deep 
into the minds of the supporters, the dissenters, and the bystanders in this fight. We also take a look at 
the sexism and classism of the time and the exploitation of people’s fears.  
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Sophie Barabas 
The Inner Thoughts of Rachel Carson: My project explores what Rachel Carson might have felt while she 
was writing her book, Silent Spring. Biographies about Rachel Carson helped me to imagine how she 
might have thought and felt at various times. I used my own nature photography of areas around 
Madison along with quotes from Silent Spring to complement Rachel Carson’s “inner thoughts.” 
 
JR Caulkins-Feltz and Alex Neal 
A Series of Alternate Events: The Continued Use of Pesticides: Our project works to predict how the 
continued use of pesticides, such as DDT and dieldrin, would have affected the environment and 
modern day politics, by analyzing chapter 13 and extrapolating from our current understanding of 
pesticides. We have created the forum of a press conference to show the environmental devastation of 
America in light of the continued use of pesticides. 
 
Abby Lin 
What They Said: Rachel Carson’s View On the Media: My project uses a blog to portray Rachel Carson’s 
reaction to the accusations the media were throwing at her. This idea was inspired by the line from 
Silent Spring, “The ‘control of nature’ is a phrase conceived in arrogance….” It prompted me to further 
explore what Rachel Carson really thought about the media’s response to Silent Spring and her 
reactions to being perceived as a “spinster” and not a scientist. 
 
Charlotte Neumann 
“Spring” & “Silent”: An Artistic Representation of Death by DDT: My project is an artistic rendering of 
the progression of a forest from healthy to ravaged by DDT, presented by two contrasting paintings 
accompanied by original poetry. The paintings and poetry are created to be in conversation with each 
other through metaphor and description, and are intended to provide contrast through two different 
art forms. 
 
Henry Merrell-Van Sickle, Wolfie Nowak, and Griff Snellman 
The Quest for Environmental Perfection: Competing Visions of Utopia: Our project is a Silent Spring-
themed variation of the board game “The Quest For El Dorado”. Our board has two sides to explore the 
motives and paths to both Rachel Carson’s dream of a pesticide-free world and the 1960s chemical 
industry’s dream of a pest-free world. We use the visual aspects of the board game to show the 
potential adverse effects associated with the race to reach “perfection” in nature. 
 
Ella Whinney 
Voting Vocally: How Much Are You Willing to Give Up for Nature?: In this project, I used a series of 
questions to create an interactive poll where others can submit their opinions on current 
environmental concerns/issues. By providing an inspiration board as the background, this project aims 
to not only provide data, but also to motivate viewers to continue to improve the environment. The 
public’s outcry, as a result of Silent Spring, is what led to DDT becoming a success story. The true 
objective of this presentation is to inspire others to create more environmental success stories.  
 

ELKHART LAKE-GLENBEULAH HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Nadya Siddique 
“Infiltration of Negativity”: My painting shows the negatives of pesticide spraying, represented by the 
negative words from Ch. 1 of Silent Spring in both Spanish and English, infiltrating the positive world of 
nature as Carson represents it before pesticides.  
 
Emma Salzwedel 
“Our Choice: A World with Chemicals or One Without”: One side of my 3-D diorama represents a 
thriving world, one in which nature is in balance and not poisoned—the world that Carson advocates in 
the last chapter of her book. The other side, which is bleak and barren, represents what will happen to 
our world if we continue to use chemical pesticides and herbicides indiscriminately. 
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Bryce Sitko 
“Pesticides Through History”: My slide show gives a historical perspective on the use of pesticides going 
back as far as the years B.C. and continuing to the present day. I discuss what sorts of pesticides have 
been or are being used, how effective they were/are, and, if relevant, why they are no longer being 
used. 
 
Ciara Hassinger and Megan Flora 
“Welcome to Earth”: In a newsletter format, we summarize environmental issues of the past and 
present to call attention to the importance of taking care of our Earth. In our last newsletter, which 
looks ahead to the future, we include Carson’s suggestions from her last chapter: to implement 
biological solutions that will not poison the world. 
 
Kaylin Kalbacken, Emily Summers and Saylor Schoenborn 
“Contaminación ambiental”: Our project uses images and statistics to inform others of the types of 
pollution that is in our world. It uses quick facts that many do not know to discuss many varieties of 
pollution we are subject to, as well as to inform readers how this pollution affects our lives. 
 
Madeline Schneider and Noah Ruh 
“Problèmes écologiques”: This project shows how our world is affected by mankind. Using simple text 
and clear factual information, we explore the rising temperatures affecting weather patterns and issues 
that arise from toxic spills in our oceans. 
 

GOLDA MEIR SCHOOL 
 

Shak’la Harrington, Courtney Johnson 
Our project is a video that is meant to educate our viewers on the hardships women went through at 
the same time Rachel Carson was having her own movement against DDT. We chose to do this project 
because we feel that an interview is the best way to get insight on an individual person. We chose to 
focus on Maya Angelou because she is a very inspiring African-American female who has done so much 
for not only African-Americans but also the human population in general. 
 
Indigo Offord, Matthew Wade, Jordan Webb 
Our project is a social media interaction between those who support DDT and Rachel Carson, along 
others who are either for or against the use of DDT. The social media platform that we are using is 
Twitter. The Twitter “beef” is meant to analyze an issue of with a social platform that is currently used. 
Throughout the tweets, we took passages from the text and re-wrote them in the way they would 
appear on Twitter. We are using social media as a platform because it is a common part of our regular 
lives, and if this issue were happening now many of the issues would potentially be shared over social 
media. 
 
Solomon Bressler, Anthony Johnson, Mordechai Tinney 
Our project is a board game representing the effects of DDT on animals and the environment around it. 
Board pieces will be the animals in nature and the events in the game will be those that happened in 
real life. We chose to do a board game so we could attempt to educate viewers/readers on the issues 
covered in the text in a way that we felt was engaging. 
 
Jacqueline Olivia-Jacobo 
My project is a board game that shows off a major issue in our world today and the major issue in the 
book Silent Spring, and how they both are destroyed our planet, and how people just do not seem to 
care enough to try to do anything about it. It also shows how the two environmental problems are 
more incredible similar and different to one another then we believe. My board game "A Silent and 
Dirty Spring" proves these facts and more by having the two issues being on two different sides of the 
board, but slowly coming together in the middle and slowly becoming more and more similar in many 
ways and shows how we, are repeating the past because we never learned from our past mistake of 
using DDT.  
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Tessa Aleman, Dianyeliz Garcia, Jocelyn Salgado 
Our project is going to be a film based the the 1960's. We are showing the effects of DDT by acting as 
women using it as fertilizer, using three different perspectives of what DDT can do to the directly 
affected area and its surroundings. We chose to do this project through a female lens because women 
were shown as housewives, people that stayed home and gardened, cleaned, and cooked. They were 
some of the people that used DDT the most. We chose to do a, short film because it would be a 
significant visual representation of the effects and how we took in the information from the novel. 
 
London Bates, Amirrah Brown, Mario Martinez 
For our project, our group will be creating a 3D “ghost sculpture”. Our sculpture will portray the effects 
of DDT on the human body. Our visual representation will be a unique way of describing the impacts. 
The materials required include poster paper, saran wrap, clear tape, colored pencils and markers. A 
member of our group will act as the “human material” and become the sculpture himself. Our poster 
paper will act as our background piece; excerpts from the text will be included. 
 
Sania McIntosh, Jasmine Nelson 
Our group chose to remix “Cabinet Battle #2” from Hamilton: An American Musical, and re-write the 
lyrics about Rachel Carson’s voyage against DDT. In the song, there are two opposing sides on an issue, 
so we followed that same format for our song. Doing a project that was based off of this play was 
significant for us, as we are huge fans of this play, which meant we were able to connect Silent Spring to 
something that we both love. 
 

HARTFORD UNION HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Nico Murgas-Bennet, Levi Everts, and Alex Godin 
Carson’s Life: Rachel Carson is a product of a number of influences.  Our project explores what led her 
to write such an important book.  It also serves as a foundation for the HUHS museum project. 
 
Erica Semler, Alina Kiepert, and Sidney Dewar 
How Rachel Carson Impacted Society’s View of DDT: Rachel Carson changed the way that the public 
viewed DDT and pesticides. We investigated how specific groups of people have been affected by her 
work. 
 
Jayden Bierman, Abby Hoffman, Stephanie Gavin, Ally Zickert, and Kat Aranguiz 
Great Lakes Conservation: Our Great Lakes are each being polluted regularly.  Each lake’s health is vital 
to our nation’s freshwater supply and the locals’ food supply.  North America gets food and water from 
these lakes.  If they are polluted, their produce is polluted as well.  The project indicates the issues 
within each lake’s ecosystem and the ongoing efforts towards improving them. 
 
Lela Fischer-Soehner, Laura Bui, and Ben Einwalter 
Road Salt Damage & Alternatives 
In Wisconsin (and other places in the United States), the use of road salt is common, even though many 
people do not know the extensive damage it does to our environment, and even the damage done to 
our own bodies.  Road salt damages the environment, makes soil conditions harmful, lowers our water 
quality, harms our wildlife, and ultimately damages humans as a result.  Currently, there is no program 
in the Wisconsin DNR to solve the issues of road salt damage yet.  However, several alternatives have 
been found to be effective.  Beet juice, cheese brine, pickle brine, and potato brine are all better and 
more eco-friendly alternatives to road salt and other mixtures currently used. 
 
Jenna Mann and Courtney Mathis 
Environmental Conservation and Healthcare Waste 
Healthcare waste in Wisconsin has always been somewhat of a problem, however, it has never been an 
epidemic.  There are several different types of healthcare waste, and there are different ways to 
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properly dispose of it.  Our research delved into possible solutions to the problems that are caused by 
improper disposal of healthcare waste. 
 
Ella Merklein, Valerie Biddulph, and Irene Wilson 
Energy Conservation and Kinetic Tiles 
Our research has led us to a desire to propose that sidewalks, roads, and floors of heavily trafficked 
buildings in densely populated areas should begin installing ‘kinetic tiles.’  As a result, we can all benefit 
from energy ‘collected’ from human exertion.  The benefit seems costly upfront, but the reward may 
hold promise for the distant future. 
 
Sierra Thuecks, Abby Hawkins, and Skyler Hastings 
Rachel Carson’s Influences on People and Jobs 
Our project presents Rachel Carson’s influence on how women were treated and viewed in the 1960’s. 
Women’s jobs were slim in the 1960’s. There were big changes between 1960 and 2015-16. We also 
investigated three women who cited being greatly influenced by Rachel Carson, each making 
advancements in their respective fields. 
 
Ashley Bartelt, Tyler Richards, and Nick Skaalen 
Fake News: While the term may be more associated with our current time, fake news was pervasive 
surrounding Rachel Carson.  Critics attempted to make Rachel Carson look like a fraud.  We explored 
what this would look like in today’s media while drawing on current approaches and satire directly 
targeting Rachel Carson. 
 
Rachel Norton, Hailey Hibbard, Natalie Wilson, Farren Powers, Lacy Bertz, and Megan Purtell 
The Atomic Woman: Role of Women in the 1950s 
Our project is an exploration of the role of women in the 1950s. Using books written in that time period 
by women who enjoyed their role and those who sought higher purpose, we synthesized a picture of 
the life of a woman in the 1950s. Our display board is a representation of the kitchen and house that 
confined women during this time. 
 
Evelyn Anderson, Alyssa Peters, and Destiny O’Callaghan 
Use of Apocalyptic Narratives to Scare Elicit Action: Our project discusses the impact apocalyptic 
narratives had and have on the environment. Using quotes from individuals who were in close relation 
to Carson, we amplified the importance of apocalyptic literature. We used visual and verbal 
representations of smaller relating topics in the book whilst explaining the process of creating this 
genre of literature. 
 
Lexi Duhr, Michael Becker, Brianna Becker, and Rebecca Colwell 
Humans Continue Self-Endangerment with Synthetic Chemicals: Done in two parts, our project sets out 
to educate viewers on the various reasons why humans continue to endanger others through the use of 
synthetic chemicals.  We then provide an interactive opportunity for viewers to engage with real 
products that have a real impact on our health and wellbeing. 
 

KETTLE MORAINE SCHOOL FOR ARTS AND PERFORMANCE 
 

Elyssa Anderson, Sophie Banik, Makenna Boettcher, Carmen Castello, Joshua Catania, Breanna 
Kazinski, Kimberly Laberge, Elizabeth Meade, James Meade, Kelsi Morris, Maile Riedel, Kathryn 
Riordan, Isabel Vetterman 
Kairos Creations: Sustainability and stewardship are possible with a solid action plan. Inspired by Silent 
Spring, KM Perform Students developed a project that approaches wellness with a message of 
environmental friendliness. The products developed are packaged sustainably and marketed as earth-
friendly and chemical free. The student’s mission is to spread awareness about environmental issues 
that plague our society today and create a marketable product that is sustainable and environmentally 
friendly. 
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KEWAUNEE HIGH SCHOOL 
Berenise Barajas, Faith Petrina, Jennifer Gregorich, McKenzie Baumann 
“Plastic Kills”: This project demonstrates an environmental issue Rachel Carson would be passionate 
about today. The sculpture is a pelican, and it demonstrates the negative effects of plastics in the 
environment, and in wildlife. To shate the pelican, we used old newspapers, cardboard boxes, chip 
cans, old pieces of wood, magazines, and plastic bottles to repurpose materials. On one side of the 
pelican, we demonstrate what multiple birds’ stomachs look like today, due to the littering of plastics. 
 
Emily DeGrave and Montana Snodgrass 
“Analyzing BP’s Oil Spill” (Presentation Board): Just like DDT, oil is very poisonous to living organisms. 
When an oil spill occurs, the outcome is devastating. Thousands of mammals and aquatic life are 
poisoned as soon as the oil touches them.  In our project, we took a look at just how oil spills and their 
ensuing clean up affect the animals behavior and health. Our research outlines the numbers of species 
populations that changed, and the chemical composition of oil. You might be surprised by the extreme 
reactions that take place not only in the water, but in the terrestrial environment surrounding it. 
 
Austin Veeser, James Cullen, Jace Heiman, Benji Worth 
“Phenolphthalein Piranha Project”: Inspired by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, our group decided we 
wanted to model how chemicals are passed through a food chain.  After research, we decided on an 
indicator called phenolphthalein. In 1975 the F.D.A. considered this chemical to be classified as “safe 
and effective” and it was found in processed food and over the counter medications. In 1997, however 
it was changed to “not recognized as safe” after a two-year-old rodent study. In this experiment, we 
showed how levels of phenolphthalein could build up to toxic levels in animal cells. Fathead minnows 
were used as a specimen, and half received food laced with phenolphthalein, while the control group 
received no chemical in their food.  After three weeks, the presence of phenolphthalein was tested 
using sodium hydroxide to the tank, causing pink spots on their fins and tails.  Goldfish received the 
treatment and in two days phenolphthalein was found in their fins.  Two tanks of piranhas were set up, 
one tank receiving phenolphthalein goldfish the other with goldfish with no chemical.  After three 
months, the piranhas were tested for the presence of phenolphthalein by placing them in a hydroxide 
solution.  The piranhas with phenolphthalein suddenly had pink spots while the control group remained 
unchanged modeling the effect of chemicals in the food chain and on living organisms. 
 
Tanor Bortolini 
 “The Silent Sprayer”: “The Silent Sprayer” is a drawing that depicts a crop duster spraying DDT.  In the 
picture you will not see any animals because it shows that if we keep using harmful chemicals and mass 
spraying them, there might not be any animals left in our future. 
 
Max Hanrahan 
“The Sprayer”: I drew a picture using colored pencils to show how drastic the DDT spraying was on the 
environment during the time of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. The illustration is a sprayer plane going 
over a forest. The plane is spraying harmful chemicals to aid in controlling the population of 
mosquitoes.  This shows a “bird’s eye view” of the geographical terrain, but what it doesn’t show, like 
when pesticides are used, the consequences to health of organisms that live there. 
 
Emma Nuechterlein and Vanessa Guillen 
“Chemical Warfare”: For our project, we created a Monopoly-like board game to mimic the book, Silent 
Spring. We have six categories with cards that ask modern day questions that link to DDT and pesticide 
problems. Four out of the six categories are animals, plants, water, and chemicals. The other two are 
chance cards and random cards, which create a fun twist. Each card asks a relevant question about 
today’s chemical issues, and their effect on hormonal levels and health in society. This game allows 
players to have fun while learning about real life issues that were present then and are still present 
now.  
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LAKE MILLS HIGH SCHOOL 
 
Rebecca Gipson 
Golden Land: My project is a choral song with a loose take on the book Silent Spring. I show a theme of 
Silent Spring through my lyrics and the chords. The lyrics are about the birds and how the birds and the 
golden land that we once loved is dying. I also represent the theme through chords by the minor sound 
throughout the song. 
 
Mackenzy Meschke, Sarah Nelson, and Blaise Knueppel  
Progress of Pesticides: Our project shows the progress of the use of pesticides as well as comparing 
them to the ways of organic production of crops. We have interviewed two farmers that use pesticides 
and two people that are organic. The information that we have gathered hopefully brings awareness to 
both sides and further understanding of the new standards enforced to use pesticides. Our project has 
been influenced by the book in the way that we wanted to see the changes with pesticides. When 
reading chapters in Silent Spring, we became interested with the repercussions from the past and 
wanted to see how they compare to today.   
 
Grace Buechel 
Carcinogens: A Deeper Examination: Based on an excerpt of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, this 
presentation dives deeper into the true nature of carcinogens and the impact they have on the human 
body. As a passionate individual interested in medicine, I am thoroughly fascinated by the notion of 
carcinogens and their role in everyday life. With the help of research by both Rachel Carson and other 
notable organizations, I have created a visual presentation to unearth the significant background 
information of carcinogens and even bring some commonly classified ones to attention. 
 
Cal Porter 
The Green Take: “The Green Take” is a podcast about the destruction of our environment and the 
common man. It does not include fancy language that will confuse listeners, but it does include hard 
hitting facts. The facts for this podcast are drawn directly from Silent Spring; however, they are 
interpreted in an easy to understand format. Information is spread through short anecdotes, as well as 
hypothetical questions from the voicemails listeners have left. In order to fund this podcast, 
“advertisements” are read periodically. The goal of this podcast is to spread awareness of some 
problems our environment faces through a fun, easy to listen to format.  
 
Bella Buscemi 
One Day: Using the first chapter of the book as inspiration, this slam poem explores how desolate the 
future might be without wildlife. Silent Spring acts as a springboard for this project. The amount of pure 
science in the novel is incorporated through intense imagery. This project attempts to invoke a sense of 
nostalgia and emotion by talking about childhood memories and future families.  
 
Jamie Wallace 
The Evolution of Pesticide Spraying Practices in the United States: This presentation shows the evolution 
of spraying practices in the United States over the years. It includes information on the changes to laws 
and regulations that have been put in place regarding pesticide use, as well as the things that have 
stayed the same since the publishing of Silent Spring. The goal of this presentation is to hopefully see 
that we have created a better environment by cutting down on pesticides, and as a result have had less 
loss of wildlife and human life because we have safer practices than Rachel Carson experienced during 
her time.   
 
Carinna Kroll 
The Dinner Party: My presentation shows a dinner party place setting that is representative of Nature, a 
recurring “character” throughout Silent Spring by Rachel Carson. My project includes something to eat 
with, something to drink from, something to eat off, a placemat, a napkin, and a jar of honey. These 
items were handcrafted by me with the intent of representing Nature, and the jar of honey comes from 
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my own honeybees. Through this project, I hope to inform you about the importance of nature in all of 
our lives.  
 
Kyrston Bell and Regan Baumann 
The Truth About DDT: Our project takes you through the environmental situations which DDT affects. 
These parts of the environment are soil, plants, fish, and birds. This presentation will take the audience 
further into what DDT actually is and what it does to where we call home, the planet Earth. 
 
Daytona Thelke and Brittney Rockney 
Breathing in Pesticides, Breathing out Everyday Life: Our project shows the effects that DDT has on teen 
girls in their everyday lives. The project provides a visual for commonly researched questions on the 
topic of DDT and how it affects individuals. Using hard facts that demonstrate how teen girls are 
affected, this poster provides pictures and information relating the facts to Silent Spring. 
 
Emilee Frey 
Environmental Effect of Pesticides: My project shows the environmental effects of pesticides using a 
trivia game in a form of true and false. People often believe that certain environmental factors may not 
have an effect on humans and nature, but they can. The information in my project shows that other 
things have effects on humans. Silent Spring inspired me to research the ways that factors in the 
environment that we think are good could actually have a negative effect on humans and nature.  
 
Taylor Moker 
Effects of DDT on the Biology of Life: For my project, I’ve prepared a slideshow presentation full of 
excerpts from the book Silent Spring that help explain the detrimental effects of DDT to the biology of 
human kind. My goal for my project is to inform the viewers and accurately represent and display facts 
from this book. I used many different pictures, stories, and sources to get several different points of 
views and aspects of the issue. I hope that my presentation helps people of all levels of knowledge to 
understand the issue of pesticides and to bring awareness to it. 
 
Kayli Buchli 
Devastation, Slam Poem/ Word Art: The goal of my project is to capture the emotions of the audience 
and make them realize the huge harmful impact of spraying with chemicals. This Word Art Slam Poem is 
a demonstration of the opposing attitudes that a majority of people have today toward the destruction 
of our natural environment. The visual and aural repetitiveness of words that end with “-ation” 
between each stanza represents the excessive repetition of the spraying and the chain reaction that it 
has on nature. I hope to condenseSilent Spring into one visual poem to produce a powerful outcome. 
 
Taria Newell 
Silent Sentiment (Podcast): My auditory project walks through the many stories and narratives Carson 
uses. Not only am I speaking about each chapter, I am also talking about my overall thoughts and 
opinions at the end of the series along with each chapter. The point of this project is to connect with 
the listener by talking directly to them. I believe this use of auditory learning gives the listener a better, 
quicker understanding and empathy towards the book, Silent Spring by Rachel Carson, as opposed to 
simply just reading. 
 
Genevieve Ritter and Annabell Miklavcic 
Peter the Pesticide Baby: Our project is an artistic statement based on the phrase, “for the first time… 
Every human is now subjected to contact with dangerous chemicals from the moment of conception 
until death” (Carson, Silent Spring). We reasoned that if people could see that pesticides affect them on 
the outside as much as the inside, they would be more alarmed about the adverse effects. We created a 
sculpture from a babydoll, symbolizing that even the innocent and the young are not exempt, and 
stuffed it with trash, so much trash that it’s bursting at the seams. The poor thing is full of chemical 
waste. As a matter of fact, this outcome is visible, and is the result of severe pesticide poisoning in 
children. If pesticides are used, you might find yourself face to face with a pesticide baby, only this time, 
he’s real. 
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Jessica Guardado 
Through the Years: My project is a scrapbook filled with advertisements of products and what affects 
DDT had caused on the environment. I have also shown the history of DDT through my project. The 
scrapbook is filled with pictures and quotes that highlight some information Rachel Carson included in 
Silent Spring. Chapters 9 and 11 inspired me and gave me the idea of creating this scrapbook. The 
scrapbook includes comments from individuals who disregarded Carson’s work and believed that the 
information in Silent Spring was false. 
 
Mathias Schuett 
The Past, Present, And Future of Spraying: The goal of this project is to visually interpret the past, 
present, and future of DDT spraying. In the past, World War II planes were used. In modern times, 
spraying is done by Cessnas. In the future, this type of spraying may be accomplished with drones. I 
have drawn and painted these images of my interpretation of DDT spraying from the past, present, and 
future as inspired by my reading of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. 
 
Quinn Borchert 
The Other Roads: In Silent Spring, Carson describes how a world without pesticides would be difficult to 
achieve, but would be incredibly beneficial in the long run. Today, harmful pesticide use has decreased 
significantly, but there are still toxins that humans pollute our world with. These lead to climate change. 
In my piece, I discuss the harmful effects the meat industry, the auto industry, and modern big business 
has on our planet. My goal is to draw comparisons to Carson’s point, which is destroying the Earth is the 
convenient path, but steps must be taken to change this road towards destruction. 
 

LODI HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Molly McMahon 
“Anything but the Truth”: I choreographed a lyrical dance to the song “Anything but the Truth” by Jack 
Johnson. The song highlights the important questions that Rachel Carson’s novel addresses as she 
discusses the impact that pesticides have on insects, animals, and the environment as a whole. 
Throughout the music video, quotes about the human impact on nature are displayed. 
 
Riley Petrick 
“GMO Central”: The website includes description and information, including links that you would need 
to know about GMOs and how to prevent in your household to prevent diseases or allergies. I have the 
good and the bad and the future with links to sources of research, as well as how it affects kids and 
adults today and historically.  
 
Tim Prosek and Ian Vanderkooi 
“Silent Spring (Silent Night Redub)”: Our project is mainly taking into account the two different 
interpretations of the book Silent Spring. On one level, as the song starts off, the book is about death 
and the hopeless state of mankind if we continue to pollute our waters and environment in general. On 
another level, the book is about how the state of mankind is not actually hopeless, and that there are 
things we can do to help. As the song concludes, the attitude has changed from a despairing one to one 
of hope and eagerness to help the environment. So, our project analyzes the attitudes of people as they 
look at the state of the environment, and the shift in their attitude as they resolve to do something to 
change the environment for the better. 
 
Ryan Winters 
 “An Ode to Pollution”: I have created a compilation of songs relating to Silent Spring, similar to a 
soundtrack. This is meant to connect with people logically and emotionally about topics like: Silent 
Spring, pollution, and protecting the environment.  
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Elizabeth TenBarge 
“A musical journey through Silent Spring”: Many different excerpts are played to represent the history 
of DDT on our land. This starts with a slow, easy beginning, representing how the world was before the 
DDT was sprayed on the land, that transfers to a more upbeat whirlwind, which represents the DDT 
being sprayed on the land and the immediate consequences, to finally, a sad, sorrowful sound, that 
represents how the world sees the consequences, but is overshadowed by the large corporations that 
try and cover it up.  
 
Luke Beckwith, Matthew Kearney, and Dustyn Paulson. 
“A World Without Bees”: Our project exhibits how declining bee populations affects us and the world 
we live in. Similarly to Silent Spring, our project exemplifies how the health of the planet is threatened 
because of human action. Our research will analyze how pesticides and other harsh chemicals are 
affecting bees, and how the declining bee populations are affecting the planet. We will then take this 
research and turn it into a book for children that will give them insight on the issue at hand.  
 
Ivan Becerril, Sierra Furger, Paige Goethel, Emily Griffing, Robby Hatch, Neil Hunter, Mai Ling Ness, 
Brandon Steiger, Amelia Thompson, and Nic Volle.  
“Advanced Times, Inc.”: Advanced Times Inc. is a scientific magazine company made for the average 
person wanting to learn about the many interconnecting topics of chemistry, biology, physics, and 
geography through both humor and didactic topics. This edition is specifically based on the premise that 
pesticides and herbicides have both a positive and negative affect on the environment and the 
generations to come. This is demonstrated through advertisements, articles, and studies written and 
conducted about the use of pesticides and herbicides.  
 
Cassidy Bender, Allyson McGettigan, and Joye Hellenbrand 
“Gilded Humanity”: This sculpture is a collection of trash that illustrates how the human race is making 
the environment worse for animals, especially humans, and nature. Humans are discarding an excessive 
amount of trash everyday- a whole 4.6 pounds of trash per person! The point of the sculpture is to 
relate the effects of DDT on the environment, to the effects of littering and trash on the environment. 
We have included a written paper explaining the deeper meaning of the sculpture, just like Rachel 
Carson used a deeper meaning throughout her book.  
 
Leah Beyer and Hannah Heider 
“Life is a Gift”: The point of the pop-up book is to show the vividness of color and life through a 3-D 
representation. The beginning of the book shows a lot of color and creativeness but toward the climax 
of the book, the antagonist being pesticide would eliminate all form of life. At this point, it is all dull 
colors and everything is flat showing just how deadly the effects of pesticides can be on all forms of life. 
Near the end of the book, everything appears as even better than the beginning. This is explained as 
how life would be without the use of pesticides. 
 
Seth Beyer, Kyle Becker 
“3D model of DDT”: We have created a 3D model of a dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane molecule or 
DDT. We will be showing the actual model of the molecule to help show why it would be dangerous to 
the food chain. We have also written an informative paper about the effects of DDT. 
 
Kelly Bestle and Melissa Burmeister 
“The Reign of Death”: We have created a visual representation of the effect of chemicals on the 
environment. We have shown this effect through building a forest having chemicals raining down upon 
it. The effects of the chemicals may not be noticeable in the plants, but notice that the piece has no 
animals. The project has been titled “The Reign of Death” because chemicals have ruled of our world 
like a king for generations. 
 
Lacey Brooks 
“Your Water Footprint”: I have created a fountain representing the world, or rather, representing each 
town and each person in the world, as a whole. It shows the effects of chemicals in the water that 
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circulates throughout every person, plant, animal, and any other being or thing that inhabits the planet. 
It shows that there is so much more out there than we think, it all adds up and spreads out, 
contaminating everything in its path. 
 
Donald Cade, Jeremy Hillestad, and Carlie Wilson 
“Portraits of Nature”: Our project is a painting that shows how DDT slips into people’s bodies by 
showing sources like weed killer and crop dusting. On top of this canvas a poem will be written to state 
the danger, effects, and simple fixes of DDT.  To truly encompass our image of this project we decided 
to create a tree that is half un-affected by DDT and half-effected. 
 
Thea Collins and Lexi Mitchell  
“Octavius’s Journey”: For this project we have taken the book Silent Springs and broken it down chapter 
by chapter and made it into a book that children could easily understand. This is a critical analysis of the 
book because we need to understand what is happening and think of ways that younger kids could 
understand the same material but in a different context.  
 
Collin Cooper, Jacob Hanson, and Kevin Bass 
Biocide: A Choose Your Own Adventure Story: Biocide: A Choose Your Own Adventure Story is a book 
where the reader chooses the actions of the protagonist by flipping to different pages corresponding 
with the choice. This book shows the different choices that humans make that can help or hurt the 
environment and the consequences of each choice. 
 
Amanda Crowder 
“Pull through to 1972” (Board game): In “Pull through to 1972,” players will learn about the propaganda 
and danger surrounding the use of DDT. Players will attempt to ban DDT in the presence of an 
unreceptive audience by passing policies against it. The other aspect of the game is to ensure the well-
being of Bob, a farmer who uses DDT. The goal is to protect farmer Bob until 1972 or ban DDT before 
then. 
 
Chloee Errthum and Morgan Kern 
“The Flow of DDT”: Our project is to show how DDT not only spread to everything. These chemicals are 
so powerful and it’s hard to visualize exactly how it spread. That’s why we decided to make a diagram 
so that it is easier to see exactly how these chemicals got into everything from food to baby teeth. As 
well as the diagram we have a writing that further explains how destructive DDT and other chemicals 
can be to a species.  
 
Casey Fleischmann, Sela Fossum, Julia Karls, Mackenzie Fulkerson, and Molly McMahon 
“Timeline of Destruction”: Our project is a visual representation of the Rachel Carson's views on DDT 
and other pesticides. One of the drawings includes the beautiful land with lots of thriving animals. That 
represents nature untouched by chemicals like DDT. Another painting digs deeper into how pesticides 
affect bugs and plants. The third painting represents bioaccumulation. The fourth drawing portrays 
what Carson thought would be the potential outcome of our Earth if we keep using DDT and pesticides 
the way that they do. The last watercolor painting presents a view of our future and that we don’t know 
what is to come.   
 
Mandy Giese and Jacob Harland 
“Comparative Anatomy”: To demonstrate the effects DDT has on various living organisms, we have 
drawn out the anatomy of a bird, human, and fish.  Following this, we have labeled and explained the 
various effects it has on each organ of the species. The demonstration shows that DDT has an effect on 
all different types of organisms in several different ways. 
 
Ashley Gray and Tori Falk 
“DDT is Good for Me”: Our project is a painting depicting DDT propaganda. It will be displayed on one 
canvas and expresses the gradual change of views on DDT use and how it affects the human population 
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using the gradual change of colors and shapes that represent aspects of Silent Spring. It is a display of 
how Silent Spring encouraged environmental protection and the reduction of DDT.  
 
Brandon “Groovy” Grover and Zach Potter 
“The Groovy Gazette”: This project is inspired by Silent Spring’s roots in serial publication. Our goal is to 
provide a newspaper complete with articles breaking down Rachel Carson’s ideas in a shorter, more 
user-friendly way. We will include articles with proper headlines, opinion columns, and even cartoons 
to demonstrate our understanding of the text. In essence, we really just want to make this topic a little 
bit more fun.  
 
Taylor Hatley, Jared Volk and Nathen Wegner 
“Demonstration of Bioaccumulation and Biomagnification”: Our demonstration is a visual example of 
two major topics of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. These two topics are bioaccumulation and 
biomagnification. In our demonstration, DDT is represented by copper BB pellets. Each cup size 
represents a trophic level, and the water is used as a model for organic compounds. Each trophic level 
in our demonstration retains the DDT that it consumes, representing bioaccumulation. Also, as each 
trophic level is poured into the next, the concentration of DDT is increased, showing biomagnification. 
Overall, our project reflects bioaccumulation and biomagnification of chemicals in organisms.  
 
Veronica Hendren, Jared McCracken, Madison Conklin, Alex Armbrust 
“DDT: Swipe right or swipe left?”: Our project consists of the online dating profiles of various pesticides 
that are posing a problem throughout the world. Each profile will contain particular features that 
characterize each type of pesticide. For example, because DDT persists in the environment, the profile 
will be someone who is much older in age. The profiles contain information about what each pesticide 
targets, its harm to the environment, and other important traits. 
 
Alison Klann 
“How Much?”: My project gives visual imagery to some of the thematic topics and case studies 
discussed in the book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson. 
 
Jackson Kolinski and Will Richards 
“To Frack or not to Frack?”: We have created a poster explaining the process of fracking. The majority 
of the poster includes why it is so controversial, and the harmful effects it has on the environment, and 
what it is used for. We have also included pictures of fracking and pictures of people protesting 
fracking.  
 
Callie Koziol, Katie Mortensen, Alexis Rachas, Jennifer Wideman 
“Who killed the birds?”: Who killed the birds? We set out to investigate the bird’s sudden demise and 
uncover their killer. Our investigation looks into the key concepts in Silent Spring dealing with different 
chemicals and their effects on living organisms. We researched different pesticides and chemicals, how 
they move through the environment, and what animals are affected.  
 
Kaelyn Kruchten and Alana Gilles 
DDT Put Together: DDT, which is an organic compound in insecticides, has been beneficial to society. 
But aside from controlling the insect population and its persistency, it has also impacted the 
environment in less obvious negative ways. Through spraying the pesticides, water has been 
contaminated and it is harmful to the animals that are exposed to it as it travels throughout the food 
chain. This is represented through the symbolism and deeper meaning that is incorporated within our 
puzzle. The puzzle shows the downfalls of the environment that comes with the use of compound. 
When the puzzle is put together, smaller words are combined to create the large word DDT. Initially, 
the words are green, which is symbolic of not only the good side of DDT, but society before it. 
Gradually, the letters will turn brown which represents the death and destruction it has caused. One 
needs to overlook the positive effects of DDT to realize the damage that it is causing in the world and 
learn how to prevent it. 
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Morgan McNeill 
“One Decision”: My project is based on the major impact the use of chemicals have on the earth. It 
symbolizes that just by using chemicals it can heavily impact everything around. Each image on the 
poster is just one major object that has been hurt or changed because of the use of harmful chemicals. 
The project is to help get a bigger picture of all the devastating consequences of doing something so 
simple as using everyday objects.  
 
Jordan Mefford 
“Farmstead Board Game”: The game consists of 2 to 4 players who get their own pieces of land. The 
goal of the game is to buy land, grow crops, harvest, and make money. You win the game by either 
buying all the land, having the most money after a certain amount of turns, or being the last one to go 
bankrupt. A round consists of five days. Plow, Plant, Grow, Grow, and Harvest. You will have to maintain 
your farming equipment and other factors that come with being a farmer. You will also draw cards that 
can hurt or benefit you. 
 
Amanda Miller and Karissa Wenger 
“Life with Pesticides”: Players roll a die and move forward that many spaces and pick up the color card 
they land on. If the card says go backward that means they used pesticides or something bad came 
from using pesticides. If it's going forward they used a natural method or an area is not being sprayed 
anymore. The goal is to try to get to the end and have a pesticide free world.  
 
Trenton Ness and Austin Davis 
“BPA, The Current Day’s DDT”: This project is a comparison of the effects of DDT back in the 1940’s to 
the effects of BPA in plastic to the current world. This project functions as a critical analysis because it 
will allow people to see that we are still mistreating our environment in a way that can even harm us.   
 
Colton Nicolay, Matthew Brisky, Benjamin Simplot 
“The Spread of DDT through Underground Waterways”: For our project on Silent Spring we made a 
visual to demonstrate how chemicals spread through underground waterways. Airplanes spread DDT 
through fields to try and kill insects that harm the crops, but they also spread the harmful chemical to 
other unintended targets including underground waterways. Here we are displaying a visual of how 
chemicals like DDT can start in an airplane with harmless intentions, but eventually move through the 
ecosystem and create detrimental results.  
 
Zachary T O’Connor & Aka Torti 
“How Much Progress Have We Really Made?”: A visual display of information about insecticide 
production, exportation, usage, and consumption by US citizens. It gives information on insecticide 
restriction throughout the world, the effect of these toxins on a human body, how these molecules 
cause so much harm, and the current state of insecticides in the modern world compared to when 
insecticides were first being produced.  
 
Emily Popp 
“An Elephant in the China Cabinet”: In this book, one of the things that Carson chooses to emphasize 
most is the overuse of chemicals where they are not needed. One full chapter focuses on the spraying 
of weeds along highways and how this is not only necessary, but also removes natural beauty. In my 
painting I wanted to depict these so-called “weeds” and view obstructions and show that in reality, they 
are not harmful at all. In the bigger picture, this painting is meant to show the beauty of things that we 
may consider pests and make those who view it reconsider our environmental footprint.  
 
Elise Purtell 
“One with Nature”: This project is a painting of a girl who is one with nature. She represents that we are 
nature. People have lost sight of the fact that we came from nature. Yes, we have unnatural things in 
our lives but we have to be cognizant of where and what we came from. We must appreciate nature; if 
we take care of the world the world will take care of us. 
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Chris Raemisch, Carter Scott, Alysa Steinkopf, Megan Karls 
“The earth’s leaf”: This is a series of drawings inspired by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. It is a critical 
interpretation of the books themes and warnings through visual representation. 
 
Alli Richard, Heather Quale 
“Baby Blanket Woes”: A baby blanket usually gives a feeling of comfort, security and innocence. We 
created a baby blanket with green and brown colors to show the deterioration of the environment- if 
humans keep abusing it. Humans use 4.40 pounds of trash a day per person. In Rachel Carson’s Silent 
Spring  she exposes the harmful yet almost invisible effects of pesticide DDT. The baby is vulnerable, 
because by all the harmful chemicals the mother’s breast milk is affected and feeds the baby. We as 
humans cannot turn a blind eye and feel as if we are “safe” because the pollution does not directly 
affect us. We need to have empathy and care for our future generations who deserve a clean Earth and 
environment to love and nurture just as they are nurtured.  
 
Anna Salzman & Karla Douglas 
“What is today’s DDT?”: This brochure is based on chemicals that are similar to DDT but are allowed in 
the US and other countries today. This is a critical interpretation of Silent Spring because it shows how 
not all of the deadly pesticide problems have been resolved. There are still dangerous chemicals that 
can be compared to DDT that are still out there.  
 
Ian Seidler  
“A Columbia County Scrap book and possible hazards to this environment”: This book is a compilation 
of photographs that I have taken around Columbia County. Under each photo is where it was taken, and 
what it details. Possible hazards that relate to Silent Spring are listed underneath each photo. Some of 
the photos were taken on protected wildlife areas, while others were taken in other places. The goal of 
this project is to show pictures of wildlife that relates to the book. 
 
Sarah Steinberg, Jack Sagers, and Blaise Zander 
“Silent Spring: Board Game of Death and Suffering”: We have made a board game that will illustrate the 
difficulties that people went through everyday dealing with pesticide use, based on the book Silent 
Spring by Rachel Carson that we read in Honors World Literature class. We have included in our game: a 
board with squares and scenarios based on events talked about in the book, dice, pawns, and 
illustrations around the outside of the board.  The object is to get through without using pesticides or 
making other bad choices. 
 
Payton Sullivan and Mackenzie Heyroth 
“Timmy’s Trip to China”: We will compare the effects of DDT to the effects of car pollution. We feel car 
pollution can be more easily understood by the common person and more people can relate to this 
issue. In the form of a children’s book, the issues are broken down to teach children the problems that 
could be avoided in the future and show them how their everyday actions can have an effect on the 
world. 
 
Patrick Treinen and Colin Statz 
“Wynthrop the Whooping Crane”: A sculpture of a whooping crane, made out of metal found around a 
farm. Our project represents the effects on the environment and the inhabitants of said environment 
from potentially hazardous materials left out in the open. This sculpture represents the efforts needed 
to save animals and the environment. 
 
Julia Wiessing  
“The Victims”: Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring focuses on animal deaths due to pesticides and poisons 
such as DDT. Though most of these chemical killers, including DDT, have been banned for use in the 
United States, many animals are killed both on purpose and inadvertently by dangerous and harmful 
chemicals in the US today. Like Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, this project is meant to bring awareness to 
the current use of chemicals in the eradication of wild life, by confronting viewers with the statistics, 
stories, and victims of chemical poisoning. 
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Sam Mori, Kristin Nachreiner, and Lauren Wolf 
“The Spraying Plane”: Bruce the Spruce Budworm and the Fight for Life is a children’s book based off of 
the nonfiction book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson. It takes elements and ideas from Carson’s book and 
puts them into a story more adequately suited for reading to children. Silent Spring inspired Bruce the 
Spruce Budworm and the Fight for Life to be written for children in order to explain how dangerous 
chemicals can affect and ultimately harm the world, along with its nature and inhabitants. 
 

MADISON COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL 
 
Kierra Maier 
Science Metaphors of Silent Spring: My demonstration shows different themes in Silent Spring through 
metaphorical experiments. I represented the idea of cancer within humans by using invisible ink (the 
cancer) and grape juice to make it appear (symptoms). I will also show the concept of intoxicated water 
sources by putting a mixture of oil and food coloring (chemicals) into clear water and observing the 
food coloring “pollute” the once-clear water.  
 
Alex Kaminski and Sasha Caceanov 
Major Events Leading to Pollution Warming: Our piece is a slide show of all of the major pollution 
events from 1930-2018, along with relevant pollution-related laws that have been put in place to help 
protect the environment. We tried to incorporate as many major events that related to Silent Spring. 
 
Jerome Evans, Levi Callahan, and Larson Wells 
Nature’s Miracle: Our project is a music composition that is meant to portray the lifespan of DDT, 
beginning with how nature was originally, then during the use of DDT, and finally after its eventual ban. 
It starts with a major section to portray the time before DDT was used on the Earth and the 
environment was balanced. It then progresses to a minor section which depicts the effects of the 
spraying of DDT. The return to a major section at the end represents hope in the balanced use of these 
harmful insecticides.  
 
Clara Louden 
D.D.T. (Don’t Delay, Treat the animals): For the Great Word Texts conference, I designed a board game 
called “D.D.T. (Don’t Delay, Treat the animals)”. The concept of the game is for two to four people to 
use solution cards from their hands to save animals that were affected by DDT. There are three 
different categories of cards: Air, Earth, and Water. To save a specific animal, say, a salmon, you must 
use the corresponding “water” solution card. However, when a solution card is used, something called a 
side effect card is drawn out of a separate pile. This side effect card must be counteracted with a 
corresponding solution card by the end of the game, and this is where the challenge lies. The players 
are given 10 “years” (one year passes when every player has made a move) which is symbolic of the 
time between Silent Spring’s publication and the banning of DDT. The game was designed to simulate 
the cause-and-effect nature of the DDT problem while adding small nods to the book along the way. 
 
Fatimah Moe 
Little Lion: My project is a short narrative telling the story of pesticides in the perspective of pesticides. 
The pesticide looks back, remorsefully, at their experience with the world and the rise and fall of their 
fame. The main focus is on their realization of their effect when meeting a young boy, Asad, who faces 
negative effects from them.  It expands on Rachel Carson’s view that the effect of pesticides and the 
death of animals and people caused by it, are the fault of humans. However, it stretches further with 
the consideration that pesticides could be self aware and used against their will.  
 
Nicole Kooij and Carmen Schultz 
A Future Long Gone: These photographs illustrate the blindness of the world and what is happening to 
our health, environment, and wildlife, due to detrimental pesticides mentioned in Silent Springs. Our 
first image represents the initial praise of DDT and how the United States applauded and sought after 
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its arrival. Our second picture displays two aspects of our world: the one that we choose to see, and the 
one that is physically in front of us, which time and time again, we choose to ignore.  
 
Anne Sophie Brilla 
Flowers for a Birdie: Multimedia writing 
Flowers for a Birdie uses advertisements combined with obituaries modeled on a typical page of a 
newspaper. Using the themes of advertisements, death, and consumer life, it addresses various types 
pesticide usage and the devastating effects it can have when advertisements and misinformation 
impact popular culture. 
 
Tierney Aldrich-Stanek 
Rachel Carson Poem Trilogy (Musical Poem Trilogy): In my project I wrote three short poems that I felt 
directly related to Silent Spring, and then composed music for a piano that I felt accompanied both the 
poems and the style and organization of the book. To keep the time period alive I made the second of 
the three short movements and poems in a blues style. I wanted to make my project mimic Silent Spring 
through three distinct phases of the book; the beginning, which takes a lighter tone and then jumps to a 
very dark sound; the blues, where I try to be a little more informative; and the end, where I slow down 
the music and finish with a big minor chord.  
 
Derek Kurth  
Silent Spring In a Box: My project shows the physical effects of DDT on three main parts of the 
environment-- human beings, birds, and the soil. Made with miniature-sized humans, plants, and other 
items seen in daily life, each part of the model corresponds to a text and demonstrates visually how 
insecticides impact these three components of nature. 
 
Reidar Benson 
The effects of DDT in ground and water: My game is supposed to highlight the effects of DDT when it 
gets into the ground and the water. You play as a drop of DDT and your objective is to kill a bug. But 
when you get close to the bug you fall through the ground, you then go through the levels killing 
earthworms and other creatures till you get out of the ground and kill the bug that you set out to in the 
first place. This highlights some side effects of DDT when it gets into the ground and water. 
 
Sydney Abrahamson 
Lucid Dreams of DDT: My project is a painting that expresses how DDT impacted the world when Silent 
Spring was released and how it still impacts us today. I also took into account the reasons for original 
turmoil that was caused after Silent Spring’s release and found subtle way to incorporate it into my 
painting.  
 
Issy Rose 
Silent morning in Chartwell: For my project I embriodered a painting from Winston Churchill, called 
“View from Chartwell.” This piece represents what our environment looks like right now, all calm and 
peaceful, but sooner or later we will have drastic consequences. 
 
Ella Halanski 
Connected: Through my hanging sculpture I expressed the interconnectedness of nature, focusing 
around the use of different weights for balance. I incorporated each aspect of nature addressed in the 
book by using different items relating to each. My piece is dependant on balance, expressing the theme 
of balance and interdependence in the book Silent Spring. I created this piece to help visualize natural 
ecosystems in an abstract sense, as each portion relies on another to remain balanced. 
 
Chase Hoyer 
Slide Show: Through my slide show I showed how the environment was affected by chemicals and how 
humans ultimately led to their own destruction by using chemicals that were bad for the environment 
and only strengthened their enemies, including mosquitos and other insects that spread disease. 
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Tyler Martin  
The Face of Bucky: In my piece I display Bucky the Badger in the forties as a strong badger with lots of 
food and living in the country like they normally do. I also added a farmer in the background spraying 
pesticides to represent the start of the widespread use of pesticides like DDT. In the second scene I 
have Bucky portrayed thirty years later, forced to move into to the city after all of his food was killed by 
the spraying of pesticides.   
 
Miles Friedlander  
Beauty vs. Destruction: My project is a watercolor painting (with the use of gel pens in some areas), 
created to reflect the beauty of nature, and the toll that pollution and pesticides can have on our world. 
While reading Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, I noticed that she talked a lot about the effects of 
pesticides, but not so much pollution, and I wanted to explore beyond the boundaries of the book itself. 
My painting depicts two landscapes before pollution (top row), and two landscapes afterwards (bottom 
row), to emphasize the “cause and effect” side of various chemicals. 
 
Zoe Buettner 
Skull and Crossbones: My Project revolves around the effects of environmentally targeted chemicals on 
the environments, mentioned in Silent Spring. I represent the pesticides mentioned in Silent Spring 
through a black, spray bottle and the wildlife and environmental aspects that the specified chemicals 
effect. The skull and crossbones painted on the spray bottle reference the introduction to chapter 10, 
where Rachel Carson states that because these pesticides are so detrimental they should be marked as 
so. I chose a dark, black and white color scheme for my representation of pesticides because this 
represents the detrimental effects of pesticides on the environment.  
 
Trynity Scott and Olivia Hegerfeld 
The War Against Ourselves: To represent the novel Silent Spring we created a painting that interprets a 
quote from Rachel Carson: “But man is a part of nature, and his war against nature is inevitably a war 
against himself.” We then painted a person representing mother nature and mankind both being 
affected by pesticides and D.D.T. to give a visual for the quote we chose. To show how they were being 
affected we painted both mankind and mother nature cracking as the pesticides reach them. 
 
Miles Friedlander  
Beauty vs. Destruction: My project is a watercolor painting (with the use of gel pens in some areas) 
created to reflect the beauty of nature and the toll that pollution and pesticides can have on our world. 
While reading Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, I noticed that she talked a lot about the effects of 
pesticides, but not so much pollution, and I wanted to explore beyond the boundaries of the book itself. 
My painting depicts two landscapes before pollution (top row), and two landscapes afterwards (bottom 
row), to emphasize the “cause and effect” of various chemicals. 
 

MADISON EAST HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Ashley Thao 
Collage: A collage showing the way masculine pronouns were used in Silent Spring and comparing the  
mistreatment of women and the environment. 
 
Ella Deitz, Milo Sachse-Hofheimer  
The Road Not Taken: This multimedia project includes a mix of a painting and collage. The painted tree 
demonstrates the “two roads” that are talked about in the book by splitting into two sections. One 
section is desolate and destroyed while the other lush and green. The women surrounding the tree are 
made out of articles which support Silent Spring and represent the environmentalist movement. 
 
Isaac Wasserman, Linnea Drott, Lulu Newman 
A Struggle with Humanity: Through the medium of photography, our project investigates and 
demonstrates the social, physical, and emotional relationship between the development of 
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technologies such as DDT and its relationship to our interaction with nature. The photos explore 
anthropocentricity and its cause on this relationship and how it pushes us further and further apart 
from our human roots, as animals surviving in the wild. 
 
Gabe Wasserman 
Madison Kipp Corporation: what’s the problem? (Science scrapbook): “It is also an era dominated by 
industry, in which the right to make a dollar at whatever cost is seldom challenged.”(23) -Rachel Carson  
In the heart of the Eastside of Madison, WI stands Madison Kipp Corporation. This company has a long 
history of putting dangerous pollutants into the environment.  In the past few years, the battle between 
the wealthy corporation and the vulnerable neighbors has grown. This project examines how bias 
interferes with science and how media can be controlled by it.  
 
Yasmin Trammell 
The Art of Silent Spring (Digital Collage): The project is focused on visually conveying Rachel Carson’s 
quotes. The visual aspect enhances the quotes and makes them more clear to the readers. 
 
Touyer Thao 
Mother Nature (Art Music Video): The Art Music Video features drawings that depicts Carson’s 
portrayal of pesticides on the environment. From harmony and coexistence with nature to a ravaged 
land that lays waste to all life, the video shows a grim future that results from mankind's action of using 
pesticides ignorantly and carelessly. The drawings reflect the tone of nature and the growing demise of 
the land. The drawings are accompanied by instrumental music and capture the feelings of nature and 
the silence of the once lively land.  
 
Jisselle Ayala, Max Loetscher, Antonio Thairuammit, Dren Zajmi  
Silent Spring (Silent Film): This silent film explores the topics consisting of the effects of DDT on the 
environment. The silence of this film represents the dangerous and unseen effects that DDT has on our 
environment that were unseen to the people during the time that the book has been released. 
 
Taden Ellenbolt, Marlin Lee, Sam Ashenbrenner, Nick Soldner, Josh Soldner, Liam McCarthy 
A Deafening Fall: A Deafening Fall is a short, 10 minute long neo-noir detective film that expresses the 
core themes of Silent Spring, while also delivering a good story 
Do you have display needs? If so, what are they? Laptop 
 
Bridget Dempsey 
Systemic Mobile (Mobile): This projects displays the systemic problems described in Silent Spring that 
are the reason for environmental issues. This project displays the flaws in government that cause 
common people to contribute to pollution in the world. It presents the argument by explaining these 
issues in thorough detail. The audience learns about these systemic problems from the mobile.  
 
Poppy Smallman  
What Goes Around Comes Around (Sculpture): This project consists of a painted mobius strip made of 
paper mache, which examines the connection between natural history and human history, and the 
cycle that humanity is trapped in. While the two could be seen as separate, just as the two sides of a 
mobius strip, they inevitably will connect in the end, circling around and around forever.  
 
Emma Havens, Lee Savides, Safaa Mohammed Saed 
Silent Stories (Story/Poem): The project contains narrative and poetic stories, some with hidden 
messages, Carson mentions stories of difficulties that humans and nature suffered because of DDT. The 
writings in the project  include narratives that speak the mind of a young boy that grows up to a 
disaster that his own kind created, human interference with nature. The writings speak in a poetic form 
that explains the pain of mother nature because of the harmful things that have been and still are done 
to her world. 
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Colleen Milligan, Tamar Rubin-Calvert, Emma Falk, Lily Anderson 
Chutes and Ladders DDT Edition: This board game explores sexism in science and the difficulties facing 
women in stem fields. Specifically, it follows Rachel Carson’s journey to expose the harmful effects of 
DDT. She faced many challenges, yet despite all of the setbacks, she broke the barriers separating 
women from achievement in science. The board game is based off the game “Chutes and Ladders,” with 
overarching themes of environmentalism and sexism in the 1960s. 
 
Miller Kimball, Derek Romer 
The Death of the Eagles (Poster): This project explores how the usage of DDT caused a major decline in 
the population of bald eagles, and how the population rebounded after DDT stopped being used. This 
topic explores how pesticides and insecticides affected the population of animals in Silent Spring. 
 
Rachel Hughes, Bailey Richards, Ruby Decoster, Evelyn Betts 
Silent Spring through a camera lens: This project explores the different chapters of Silent Spring through 
the medium of photography. The before and after effects of DDT are illustrated through creative styles 
of hair, makeup, wardrobe, and overall composition of the photo.        
 
Theodore Rehm 
The Modern Day DDT: This poster examines the attitude that America displayed toward the 
environment and DDT during the time of Silent Springs, and how that reckless attitude has been 
repeated in modern day scenarios. By analyzing each of the steps that America took back then and now, 
and the problems they lead to, we can work to stop ourselves from going down the same dangerous 
path over and over again. 
 
Eva Paddock, Anne Motoviloff, Niamh Collins, Ariel Haber-Fawcett 
Environmental Entropy (3-D Model): While insects may seem of little significance, this project brings to 
light the deeply rooted dependency that humans, and all creatures along the food chain, have upon an 
insect as slight as the bee. This project discusses the environmental struggles that Rachel Carson 
addresses in Silent Spring regarding insecticides, and their impact upon bee populations, and links these 
ideas to the threats that bees face today. Through this lense, viewers are immersed in the seemingly 
inescapable cyclic repetition of history. Additionally, this work critiques the human mindset of assuming 
domination and the right to “mold nature to our satisfaction” and “eradicate” life forms that “may 
anN/Ay or inconvenience us”. 
 
Ella Nowicki, Annabel Stattelman-Scanlan 
Gender, Nature, and Science in Silent Spring: This poster explores the influence of Silent Spring on 
women in science and the ecofeminist movement, drawing on textual evidence from Silent Spring and 
second-wave feminist writings. We also analyze how gender roles impacted the reception of Silent 
Spring by the public and the scientific community. By inciting a debate about what makes a scientist, 
Silent Spring shaped the field of environmental science and our understanding of scientists’ moral 
responsibilities.  
 
Lydia Marszal, Alice Parizo, Michelle Santos Lorenzo, Evan Callister-Craig, Kayden Niebuhr 
Silent Spring Musical Composition: This project focuses on the themes of Nature and Art in a musical 
alteration of Vivaldi’s piece Spring. The piece focuses on the timeline talked about/shown in the book 
Silent Spring. The timeline points that are focused on are the beautiful beginning, with nature N/At 
being impacted by DDT and on the end where the environment is greatly harmed by the chemical. The 
music starts with the beautiful piece and slowly change and deteriorate along the way, following the 
timeline written in Silent Spring.  
Do you have display needs? If so, what are they? Laptop 
 
Veronica Mingle, Ellie McLean 
Mother Nature: A complete costume with detailed clothing and makeup that represents the 
deterioration of mother nature due to the abuse of DDT and other anthropogenic damage. This project 
is an approach to explore an intellectual analysis of text through the use of a traditionally feminine 
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medium. Often sewing and makeup are not seen as either exceptionally artistic or capable of depth, 
inspired by Rachel Carson this costume continues to prove that femininity does N/At negate 
intelligence.   
 
Angelie Her, Michelle Lee 
DTT/Chemical Effect on Ecosystem (Diorama): This project helps people understand the effect of 
chemical usage on the environment. Silent Spring shows a strong passion of chemical effects on the 
environment as well as the consequence that chemicals can do to the environment. The purpose of this 
project is to help explore what chemicals do and why it should stop.  The project will be looked through 
the lens of ecosystem and possible post-war, DTT, etc. 
 
Gemma Koester-Jess, Chloe Czachor, Grace Rider, Sophia Montgomery  
Beauty vs. Destruction: This diorama shows how beautiful nature is and how DDT affects it. This 
diorama provides a visual representation of the destruction caused by DDT. It is an interpretation of the 
first scene described in the first chapter of Silent Spring. The project explores the theme of beauty vs 
destruction that is so relevant in Silent Spring.        
 
Quinn Buob, Skylar Kingery, Teddy Killian, Cassandra Scholze 
Cause and Effect of Silent Spring: This project analyzes the effects of pesticides through main ideas in 
each of the chapters while identifying the significance to the human population. This is being presented 
through cookie drawings/decor that tell a creative and alternative approach to telling the detrimental 
effects that pesticides cause to the planet. Each cookie has a picture/decor that represents the main 
idea that corresponds to one of the chapters. This project was inspired by the chapter about DDT being 
in the food at a supermarket and how each ingredient is affected by DTT. 
 
Brianna Jones 
DDT Put The Pests Aside: This Instagram explores important quotes from Silent Spring on the impacts of 
using DDT. 
 
Elijah Schoene, Cedar Johnson, Maya Harrison-Jones, Jared Voss, Claire Hall 
Corporate Fog: This song dives into the various themes given to us from Silent Spring, Corporate Greed 
and Unintended Consequences, using the medium of music to deliver our interpretation of Rachel 
Carson’s message about how humanity intervening with the natural process of nature and the world 
can ultimately lead to the destruction of entire species. 
 
Tate Sayre, Tyler Hull, Lucas Bieri, Jude Langhammer, Nik Brendel 
Survivor Dudes: This project is a film in which five characters go out into the wild for a Survivor man esq 
adventure, at the beginning of the film there is a strong emphasis on how amazing and beautiful the 
surrounding nature is, but part way into the video DDT drops from the sky and we observe how the 
chemical being introduced to untouched wilderness effects everyone and everything in it. The film is set 
up to be a comedic found footage film which demonstrates the dangers of man’s effect on the word 
when gone unchecked. 
 
Taylor Coles 
DDT In The Environment: This poster demonstrates how the author explains DDT, and its impact in 
Silent Spring. 
 
Paige Buske, Lily Xistris 
Lenses of Culture (Cardboard Sculpture): This project demonstrates the stark contrast between 
consumerism and environmentalism. In Silent Spring, Rachel Carson describes how our environment in 
being damaged by consumerists (American) culture. This project includes a large pair of glasses that 
juxtaposes the two lenses of environmentalists and consumers/Americans. Each lense of the pair of 
glasses represents one of the two perspectives. 
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Maia Bandera, Aphelion Rishel 
Flora Without Interference of Insecticides (Terrarium): This project examines Carson’s numerous 
discussions of the web(s) of nature and how parts of the web are interconnected through a physical 
representation of two mini ecosystems, one representing a drier, desert themed ecosystem and the 
other representing a more coniferous ecosystem. In Silent Spring, there is a lot of discussion on the 
relationships in an environment. Through these ecosystems, we can bring more thought into how even 
the smallest environments can thrive. 
 
Henry Gibson, Ludo Wedge, Ethan Olson, Cash Buske 
How have we done this?: An art piece that examines how humans have changed the environment. 
 
Kasia Ostrowski and Erica Werner 
Silent Fields: The Pollution of our Diets (Photography and Drawing Collage): This project explores the 
passage of unsafe chemicals through our national food system and how Silent Spring demonstrates this 
process. Through visual analyzation of the food industry and ways in which we can begin to resolve this 
problem; photographic, drawn, and collaged elements effectively bring contemporary relevance to 
Silent Spring’s commentary.  
 
Sophie Jones, Marisa Williamson 
Year of the Bird: This ceramic sculpture highlights the importance of birds to their habitats and the 
effects of DDT on those habitats. 
 

MILWAUKEE HIGH SCHOOL OF THE ARTS 
 

Sam Alioto 
“Mutationem Avium” (Makeup design): My makeup design of a disease that could have been better 
contained if people would have been more observant of their surrounding and if the government would 
have trusted scientist rather than companies. This is a painful and long lasting fictional consequence of 
using a pesticide and not knowing all the effects of it. In essence, this is satire of using pesticides and 
how we should act if there is an issue.  
 
Tiangelique Dunigan and Madison Kruger 
“What Happened To The Beauty?” (3D Model): This project is a before and after view of the world 
with/without DDT. The set is held in Italy because they were the ones to first use DDT to fight typhus. 
The DDT killed everything beautiful and bright. When the birds ate affected bugs, the birds died 
because the DDT got into their system. The bugs didn’t die because they became immune to DDT and 
pesticides. Everything was affected by the pesticides people used. Everything got gloomy and dark 
hence the bright to dark colors contrast in the models. 
 
Noah Enriquez, Jayla Washington, Kyle Aguirre, Reann Brockhaus, Salman Lee 
“World Without Bees” (Film): Our project tackles the question of what our life would consist of without 
bees due to pesticides. It confronts modern conflicts such as: how it affects humans, the bees, and what 
society is doing. The information is presented through a newscast with a comedic twist. 
 
Maia Gad, Kim Zapot, and Jasmine Rivera 
“Hidden Worlds” (Painting): Our project represents the idea of earth once being beautiful, but it gets 
destroyed by chemicals and human adaptations. On the left side of the painting there's trees and 
animals living in peace. On the right side of the project there’s a city and it was meant to look dark and 
lifeless. We added a river as a divider between the two and at the end of the river there’s a bridge 
between the two worlds. As a whole, the project makes a statement of nature versus city but the 
details will be able to highlight the points Rachel Carson was trying to make in Silent Spring. 
 
Lakira Grant 
“Preserve Nature”: My project is a slide show of the beauty of nature in Milwaukee but also the litter 
that diminishes the beauty of nature. My goal is for people to see that this litter is in our city that we 
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live in, by the places we walk by. I want to bring awareness to the community to possibly spark change. 
I hope people think about the damage it could do to our environment if we don’t act now.  
 
Fernanda Guerrero and Serena Geary 
“Moi a? Meat - The Industry Uncovered” (Informational Visual Representation of a Menu): Our project 
showcases the reality of the livestock industry, and how it negatively impacts our environment through 
an ethical and environmentalist viewpoint. We created our menu to represent the two different 
viewpoints on each side of the inside of the menu. Our project connects to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring 
by connecting two common practices in our society that in the end are more harmful than we thought. 
Finally, we explain how the research against DDT and the livestock industry helped start 
environmentalist movements. 
 
Daisy Hong, Ty’anna Jones, Patrick Woodley and Desi Paniagua 
“Mother Nature: World’s Greatest Fighter” (Illustrated Children book): Our project discusses an 
environmental problem that has been harming our planet for a long time, which is land pollution. Land 
pollution is still affecting our planet to this day with trash being left behind all over the place. This 
children’s book explains the cause and effects of trash, such as plastic and cans, not being recycled. 
Mother Nature teaches children the importance of reusing, reducing and recycling trash. 
 
Julius Jones and Cheyenne Lindsey-Gonzales 
“Silent Devastation” (Painting): This project highlights the world with the use of the dangerous DDT, and 
the world without the use of DDT. We researched the information in Silent Spring and represented it 
through using symbols and contrasting images and colors in our painting. 
 
Anna Kraco 
“AirbnBee” (Bee Hotel): This project is a constructed house/ hotel for solitary bees that addresses 
problems brought up in Silent Spring concerning the decline of native pollinators. It brings up the 
connection between monoculture, invasive honey bees and their diseases, and the loss of native bees, 
as well as possible solutions to these issues. 
 
Charles Knepler, Mileisis Romero, Thavon Her 
“Monopoly: The Silent Spring Edition” (Board game): Our project approaches the worldwide debate of 
pesticide usage in a fun, yet informative way. We took the Monopoly game and turned it into a new 
game of our own that showcases the danger of pesticides and how much it impacts our environment. 
Our board game shows that pesticides impact everything around us and how much it takes away from 
the community. Situation cards will state a negative effect of pesticides and Chance cards will state 
what you could possibly do in order to save nature from pesticides. Players are informed of the causes 
and effects of pesticide usage and still have fun while playing the game. 
 
Alberto Lucchesi 
“Be Pacific”: A collection of 8 comic strips about a group of marine animals living in the pacific ocean 
who run into problems involving pollution. Each strip develops the problem and continues the story 
until a resolution is reached in the final strip. 
 
Mariah McDougle 
“Star Light, Star Bright” (Painting & spoken word): I’ve painted a night sky that showcases lots of stars, 
because living in a city we can not see much of any stars at night because of all of the light pollution we 
produce. I’ve also written a very short name poem(“EARTH”) that addresses the issues of pollution and 
other damaging chemicals we released into the atmosphere and the fact that we cut down parts of 
nature to make room for our needs. The last sentence in the poem is toward the audience seeking help 
to change our habits and help the Earth. 
 
O’Sheonna Murray-Martin  
“More Turtles, Less Trash” (Sculpture made of trash): A lightweight and almost life size sculpture of a 
sea turtle, made out of trash. Trash such as cans, plastic water bottles, plastic cups, plastic and etc, all 
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being held together by hot glue. The sculpture depicts a sea turtle in distress due to the pollution of 
trash in the ocean. The sea turtle appears to have a straw lodged in its nose, as well as a plastic bag and 
plastic can divider wrapped around its neck. 
 
Amya Overton and Chardonay Hill 
“Pollution Solution” (Animated short film): Pollution Solution is an animated short film about how 
humans pollute the Earth in three different ways. The three examples given are air, water, and land 
pollution. We created the film to each how humans contribute to hurting the earth with pollution 
through the things that we do in our everyday lives. Not only are we informing viewers about pollution, 
we want to show how to fix pollution. 
 
Taylor Phillips  
“Causes and Effects of Water Pollution” (Informational poster and presentation): I have chosen to focus 
on how water pollution has affected our drinking water and aquatic animals and how ships and 
factories contribute to the causes of water pollution.  I researched facts around both causes and effects 
of water pollution as well as proposed solutions. I chose to present my topic in the form of a collage of 
images. Images that depict real life examples of how water pollution has affected our children, drinking 
water and aquatic life.   
 
Skylar Purdy 
“A Road to Nowhere” (Poster): This project highlights how chemical pesticides still affect the world 
today and how other alternatives are more desirable then harsh chemicals. This project was created in 
recognition of Rachel Carson's warnings about the misuse of dangerous pesticides and their effects. It is 
designed to explain visually other alternatives and the effects of DDT in the past. The different roads 
leading to nowhere in my project are meant to symbolize how we as a society are going nowhere with 
the fight against DDT and malaria. 
 
Sky Reed 
“Going Away Ganges” (Water diorama): The project is a diorama of an area of the Ganges River, located 
along Northern India. There is real Ganges River sand glued to the riverbed and the banks as well as real 
moss on the sides of the the styrofoam. Flowers and plastic as well as dead bodies and foam from 
sewage is present on top of the water. The project focuses on one small part of the river, near the 
shore, to show that even in small amounts, there are high amounts of pollutants in the water. It also 
may look beautiful but the corpses in the water for religious burials, as well as idols made from lead 
paint and tuberculosis center water are all dumped in the River and have harmful effects on the people 
and animals. The diorama was created, essentially to show that while religion is important, steps should 
be taken to provide people with other resources or materials to dedicate themselves to, that are better 
for the environment. 
 
Azul Romero-Rodriguez 
“More than Living Things” (Video/ Film): This project highlight nature and how pesticides, pollution and 
human actions affect our world negatively. Rachel Carson really focused on nature and wanted to help 
and prevent pollution and the destruction of our planet earth. My project also focuses on the beauty of 
nature by presenting different places that could inspire people to take care of our home and help to 
make it a better place. 
 
Alexis Sherrer 
“The Underlying Importance of Nature”: My project is a drawing of Rachel Carson out of charcoal on a 
piece of cardboard. Underneath the charcoal are important quotes from Silent Spring to symbolize all 
that she stood for. The use of cardboard and charcoal also represents two different materials that are 
each taken from nature. 
 
Brandon Smith 
“Valley Of Our Waters” (A piano/cello musical piece): I became more fond of reading about the dangers 
of how our waters can be easily tarnished by manmade, unnatural chemicals that not only destroy the 
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water itself, but destroy the ecosystem around our waters as well. This musical piece was inspired by 
the idea of how the Earth’s waters are important to us, with only piano and cello sounds accompanying 
the music. 
 
Tayde Vazquez 
“The Ozone Layer” (Science Board Trifold Project): This project is made to show many people to be 
aware of the ozone layer. Many of the people in the world live their lives without knowing what the 
ozone layer is and how much it really helps the earth and protects us all from the UV Rays of the sun. 
The UV rays of the sun would destroy all of us and turn us into dust if there was no ozone layer. My 
projects describes and explains how all of us can help the ozone layer and keep it strong.  
 
Kayla White 
“Mother Earth Art” (Book of Drawings): I was really inspired by the idea of mother earth.  My class and 
my teacher really inspired me to think hard about how individuals might not be doing bad things 
intentionally, humans as a whole are doing great damage to the earth.  I dedicate this project to Mr. 
Branderhorst.   
 
Leanna Xolot (Acrylic Painting): I changed my mind so many times and finally decided to focus on the 
topic of deforestation. We hear it in school and we know its just people cutting down trees and that 
there is not a giant problem about it. Deforestation, in other words is the process of getting rid of land 
that has been here for many years. This is what makes the world and helps animals and nature and 
even us as humans. So much land has been wiped out just to make people happy by building cities and 
“new and better” things.  
 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES 
 

Samuel Brooks 
The Effects of Silent Spring (tri fold): Silent Spring started an environmental movement. The book was 
met with much controversy and people tried to discredit Carson's work. The project I made depicts laws 
passed after this book was published and includes a piece from a newspaper article that specifically 
targeted Carson. Once Carson released the book, changes with how people lived were set into motion. 
This project covers what happened post publication. This book was an opportunity to learn about things 
that concern all of us. Rachel Carson changed the world I live in, so I want to pass it on. 
 
Amiya Clark and Olivia Clark 
The Effects of Pesticides on Humans and the Environment (A Prezi Presentation): The goal of this 
project is to tell people how pesticides are affecting humans and the environment. We are showing 
people how horrible it can get for our environment and the human race when pesticides are used. This 
Prezi presentation details what we discovered through our research and reading of Silent Spring, 
showing the horrific effects on people and the planet. 
 
Regiah Cosey 
The Connection of Poison (A slideshow featuring 3D/online computer graphics): My project is a form of 
digital storytelling. For the project, I created multiple photos using a 3D app to produce artwork based 
on the chapters. Each piece of artwork could be significant to a specific chapter. In each piece of art, I 
reveal the connection that I saw in the book. The audience will need to wait until the end of my 
presentation to understand my motive for the presentation. 
 
Sam Elko and Max Muszynski 
Pesticides: Then and Now (Multimedia Presentation): Our project compares the chemicals mentioned in 
Silent Spring to the ones used in modern pesticides. We want to show the differences in the effects on 
the environment and its inhabitants. The differences in application to the environment are also part of 
the project’s objective. The goal is to show how the chemicals have changed and whether or not they 
are less hazardous.  
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Sam Gende and Ian Rasmussen  
Comparative Analysis of Antibiotics and Pesticides: Our project is a tri-fold poster that compares how 
the so-called “pests” in Silent Spring become resistant to pesticides and how bacteria become resistant 
to antibiotics. The right side of the poster addresses how bacteria become resistant to antibiotics and 
the dangers of this. The left side provides examples from Silent Spring, where the pests became 
resistant to pesticides. The middle of the poster explains the similarities in resistance and how these 
two are related. The overall goal of the poster is to compare the two and raise awareness about 
antibiotic resistance. 
 
Sienna Hackbarth 
What Really Happens: My project uses art with paint and canvas to show the effect that pesticides have 
on plants. I detail the effects using shading and color mixing to show how it is not helping the plants, 
but quite the opposite, pesticides are killing off nature. The image shows how the living plants and 
animals are affected by the chemicals flowing into their habitat. 
 
Irene Jerving 
The Effect of Pesticides on Human Health (Poster board): My project shows how pesticides affect 
human health, specifically during the prenatal phase. On my poster, there are descriptions of the 
effects that different pesticides have on a fetus and the biological and scientific factors that enable this. 
The evidence that I found furthers Rachel Carson’s claim in Silent Spring that pesticides do more harm 
than good to the environment. 
 
Ellianna Lollis 
Silent Spring (Poster/Tri-fold): For my project, I made a poster that includes information, such as the 
dangerous effects of pesticide, insecticide, and herbicide usage and how it negatively impacts the 
environment. It includes information about how hazardous these biocides are to our health and the 
health of other living species. It also incorporates how we can diminish pesticide usage with other less 
harmful management methods, such as polyculture, biological pest control, and genetic engineering. 
 
Yesenia Perez, Erika Scannell and Emily Schwab 
Gradient Nature Model (A 4 dimension Visual): Our group chose to make a 4D visual of a partial forest. 
The forest is artistically constructed with an ombré effect of healthy (e.g. growing trees, healthy green 
grass, flowers, various animals) to unhealthy biology (e.g. dying trees, prickly brown grass, no flowers, 
few animals). Its main focus is to demonstrate the negative effects of air pollution and chemicals in the 
environment. The forest begins in color and slowly decreases until it becomes black and white. This 
shift in color represents how the ecology changes as toxic insecticides are introduced into the natural 
world. 
 
Stella Richards, Sophia Seymour, and Peyton Weiss 
The Garden of Earthly Delights - An Adaptation of Hieronymus Bosch’s Piece (Multimedia Poster 
Triptych): Our poster combines the elements of both a horrific future and our pesticide-free past. Using 
a combination of drawings, collage, and various types of materials, our presentation consists of both 
what pesticides have done/are doing to our earth and the effects of these immoral sprays. It includes a 
representation of how our environment was, is, and will be. On the left, you can see how our 
environment used to thrive. In the middle, you can see how our environment currently is. On the right, 
you can see the predicted future of our environment. This work is inspired by “The Garden of Earthly 
Delights”, a triptych created by the artist Hieronymus Bosch. 
 
Mary Jane Juern and Bella Rock  
One World, Different Effects (Diorama): We used all four sides of a box to show the different effects 
pesticides have on our environment. Side one shows how it affects humans. Side two shows how it 
affects animals. Side three shows how pesticides affect plants, and the last side shows how they affect 
our drinking water. We also explain how each side is connected and how pesticides are ruining our 
world.  
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Emma Sachs 
The Tree of Life and Death: For my project, I drew a picture that incorporates how the Earth is being 
affected by the use of insecticides. Half of the drawing demonstrates a healthy environment that is 
chemical free. The other half illustrates a dying world that has been overpowered by harmful chemicals. 
I created a drawing that represents two options of our world's future: one where humans strive to live 
with the Earth, and the other where humans try to conquer their planet. 
 
Sidney S. Scruggs and Aniya White 
Silent Spring Basketball Poster: Since we are both passionate about basketball and see it as a way of life, 
we wanted to find a way to connect our passion with our project. Our project is about how the 
chemicals we use daily could affect our earth in the long run. The basketballs represent different 
harmful chemicals and every time they go into the hoop and hit the gym floor, which represents the 
earth, it damages it even more.  Consider how your school might clean the gym floor twice a year and 
attempt to remove scuff marks and gunk that damage it. The gym floor, much like planet Earth, will be 
damaged, and it will not be able to return to its original state without our concerted effort. 
 
Frankie Smith 
What Could´ve Been: For my Silent Spring project, I made a picture that describes how I interpret the 
book. When I wrote this project description, I wasn’t sure what media to use, so you now see my 
choices reflected in front of you. The picture shows how the Earth could´ve been if we hadn´t destroyed 
our planet. Luscious green forests, bubbling brooks, and animals that roamed wherever they wanted 
are some of the images you see in my interpretation of the world that could´ve been. 
 
Regan Weeks 
Pesticides Painting: My project is a painting on a fair sized piece of watercolour paper. It depicts the 
pesticides being sprayed into a person's mouth and how (s)he thinks it is only going on the vegetables. 
It shows how the pesticides are equal to poison going directly into our bodies. Even though many 
people think pesticides only affect agricultural crops and other vegetables, the image helps to illustrate 
how it can harm us as humans. It is the hope that my visual interpretation of Silent Spring will raise 
awareness about the harmful effects of pesticides on people and the planet, not just pests. 
 

NEW HORIZONS 
 

Savannah Beck Vasquez  
Rachel Carson: An Amazing Woman: My poster project is about all the things that are important in the 
book and in real life that we deal with to this day, like dangerous pesticide use. It is also important that 
we know the facts and dangers of DDT and how Rachel Carson saw how bad these chemicals were and 
still are! I decided to do a poster to show how one woman would change the course of history and how 
she was able to let people know how dangerous this chemical was and still is. At first she knew that 
people weren’t going to listen to her because, 1) She’s a woman; 2) She knew that the big corporations 
would try to shut her up. So in order for people to really listen she wrote a book. The poster shows facts 
about DDT and what it has done while in season. Carson was able to get the word out. In all, let’s just 
say that many people started not to use DDT anymore. The corporations were already losing money 
after Carson’s book “Silent Spring” had come out. Finally, Carson was able to get people to see the truth 
about DDT. Most listened and some didn’t, however, Carson was still pleased that many heard and 
listened. The book went worldwide and so my poster represents this and also shows Carson as she was 
when she wrote the book. So I did this project to get people to learn more about her and her work. And 
I hope people listen. Like Carson says “In Nature Nothing Exists Alone”.  
 
Ethan Brockman 
Silent Spring: DDT’s long term effects on populations: For my project I made a picture illustration 
showing a basic neighborhood. This neighborhood will represent a classic neighborhood in a middle 
class society in the US. The picture will be divided in half and will show the short term effects on one 
side of the picture and a long term affected neighborhood on the other. My project will reveal various 
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effects and ways that DDT leeches itself into the neighborhood, through food, water and other various 
sources. Then it will show how those DDT storages can manifest itself and affect much later populations 
and the nature surrounding it. 
 
Dominick Dixon 
Forest Bathing Though a Vibrant Spring: In my project, I will be using the “forest bathing” technique, 
which became popular in Japanese culture in the 1980s for its physical and psychological benefits to 
people. My display object will be a cross section from the trunk of a tree. I request that my project will 
be displayed in the area of the building where there are indoor trees located. My “forest bathing” 
project bases itself on Rachel Carson’s foundational belief that the relationship of man WITH nature 
results in the health and balance of both. I use techniques in my photographs such as pillowing effect 
and blur cushions intended to engage the viewer as they take on the roll of the forest. This practice is 
inspired by Tokyo-based photographer Yoshinari Mizutani, who captures nature from within. The 
“shinrin-yoku” technique literally means “forest bathing.” 
 
Nina Draper 
Rachel Carson, a Woman Empowered (PPT): It is no secret that being a woman has never been a walk in 
the park. Women are often underestimated, objectified, harassed, or seen as too hormonal to make 
important decisions, even though we have risen above and proven society wrong time and time again. 
Now times have changed since Rachel Carson became the mother of the environmental movement, but 
2017 was a very important year for women and equal treatment in the workplace. My project aims to 
educate people on what it was like for Carson, a woman working a “man’s job” in the middle of the 
20th century. 
 
James Frank Eiland Jr. 
Birds In the Trap (Illustration): My project is about the birds and how the DDT was killing them off. The 
birds were dying, so what I am going to do is draw a scene of what that may look like. My project also 
includes a slideshow detailing important parts of Carson’s book pertaining to birds. 
 
James Johnson & Emilia Frank 
LGBTQ Environmentalism: My project for Great World Texts encompasses the accomplishments of 
environmentalists who are also members of the LGBTQ community, along with the organization “OUT 
for Sustainability,” and others. This project includes research concerning diversity of gender and sexual 
identity in the environmentalism community. Rachel Carson, being a woman, was a minority in the field 
of environmental sciences in her time. This positively correlates with LGBTQ environmentalists. OUT for 
Sustainability is an organization whose missions include community, partnering with various 
organizations and businesses to increase their impact and awareness, advocacy, giving a voice to the 
unique issues impacting the LGBTQ community in regards to the environment, and education, teaching 
people about said issues and empowering people to advocate for a greener world. 
 
Max Kailhofer 
My project is a set of three digital artworks that show the two extremes of pesticides and the lack 
thereof, and a middle ground of pesticide use. Rachel Carson’s call for controlled use of pesticides made 
me think of how the world would look like if pesticides continued to be unregulated or if pesticides 
were completely banned. The idea for three pieces was inspired in part by Hieronymus Bosch’s, “The 
Garden of Earthly Delights.” 
 
Hollin Leair, Sabin Romero  
Still Water: We are going to display a diagram of the Milwaukee River and have the river represent a 
division line. Our project focuses on how Rachel Carson and the lessons she taught us about DDT relate 
to our city. Our city’s watershed is one of the best and we need to take care of it. This really means a lot 
to us as we are both avid fishermen and care about the watershed and the health of it. In Milwaukee, 
we had a major pollution issue in the 1970s where we had to actually flush the river into the lake. We 
will be also focusing on fish and the diversity of species in the Milwaukee river during this time, as it 
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declined steeply. Rachel Carson also saw a decline in fish diversity in her battle with DDT, as she warned 
us of the unintended consequences. 
 
Serena Powers 
In Reality (Art Installation): Two boxes, one on top of the other. The top represents this happy, colourful 
and beautiful world. Where as the bottom will be a dark, gloomy, and depressing version of the top. 
The top box represents how people see their world, the pesticides are killing the unwanted insects and 
weeds and they believe that’s a good thing. The pesticides are doing what they were made to do and 
that makes them happy. But the bottom box represents how their world really is, it’s polluting their air 
and killing animals and plants. They don’t know what’s really happening and how its affecting them 
because they don’t see it. And on the outside of the box is a world map, there is no specific marked 
place on the Earth that the boxes show. But that's because it doesn't matter where you are try to locate 
anywhere in the world it's happening all over the world. 
 
Jake Rosenblatt 
Insect Hotel: For my project I built an insect hotel to be installed at the highschool after the conference.  
As Rachel Carson wrote in “Silent Spring” insects are beneficial to the ecosystem. Therefore, we need to 
make a space for insects to live and not destroy their them. My insect hotel will be that place for 
insects. I have also created a posterboard detailing the history of insect hotels and how to create your 
own.  
 
Jesus Sifonte 
Another Tale of Two Cities: My project is a model of two versions of the same city. One city has been 
sprayed with the pesticide DDT. The other, has used organic, non-chemical sources to keep insects 
under control. See for yourself the difference! 
 
Caiden Spegel and Nick Bowden 
This is a musical composition and music video is based off the works of Rachel Carson “Silent Springs.” 
Themes of her book are shown in the video and expanded upon in a creative way. 
 
Tyler D Steward and Domonic K 
The Effects of DDT: Our project reveals the damaging effects of DDT on living creatures. Additionally, 
our project reveals how/why the chemical industry launched a smear campaign to protect its profits 
and make people think that it wasn't harmful and had no downside. Our project is a poster 
presentation, which provides the viewer with images of products used to spray DDT accompanied by a 
brief explanation of product, use, and impact.   
 
 
Tennessee Wallick 
Gardening tips and how they relate to Silent Spring (Brochure with building plans): This project is a 
brochure full of gardening tips for a healthy natural garden. This relates to Silent Spring because it uses 
no chemicals or synthetic fertilizers to grow the garden and instead focuses on tender love and care to 
maintain and help the garden to flourish. This brochure contains instructions on how to construct a 
raised bed garden and a compost system.  
 

OREGON HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Ella Hughes and Ellen McCorkle 
Changes of Pesticides from 1960’s to Present Day (PPT): We have researched into detail what pesticides 
were used, and how regularly in the 1960’s to control bugs, or unwanted amenities in communities and 
agriculture fields. As a result, we plan to focus on what happened to those pesticides—if they were 
banned or are in use either in the U.S, or globally. Finally, we will discuss what pesticides are used in the 
world today, and how herbicides have been introduced to the world. 
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Landon Theis & Nathan Brandenburg 
DDT: The Hidden Enemy (Newsletter): Our project is a timeline of the effects and the exposure that DDT 
has on the immune system.  Our work involves an interpretation of chapter 11, from Rachel Carson’s 
Silent Spring. We also compiled other research to help support our project.  Our timeline spans from 
when DDT was first introduced in the 1940s, to how it has changed in the the modern age.  In our 
project we discuss how DDT was portrayed to the public as well as the deception by chemical 
manufacturers that it was a relatively safe substance to use. We also provide visual aids to help provide 
an image of what the usage was like from the 40’s compared to today.     
 
Brooklyn Scalissi, Josie Davis, Lizzie Prew, Michaela Bieno 
How DDT not only changed the World, but also the Human Race (Prezi Presentation): In our project we 
will be  covering how the use of DDT affected wildlife as well as humans after being sprayed. Rachel 
Carson's novel Silent Spring talks about the many side effects and issues that occured after DDT became 
a common household product. A quote by Rachel Carson  “One way to open your eyes is to ask yourself, 
"What if I had never seen this before? What if I knew I would never see it again?” can help to open 
people's eyes on the effects that pesticides continue to play in the world.  
 
Emma Krause 
The Deadly Effects: My project is a website that has different types of information displayed in different 
forms to inform people of how pesticides play a role in causing cancer. The title of the website is “The 
Deadly Effects” because throughout each page I presented the effects of pesticides and the damage it 
causes. I included a variety of different things including quotes from Silent Spring, pictures, videos, 
information from the book as well as outside information found through other sources, stories of 
people who were affected by pesticides, links to other websites that are related, and I talked about 
cancer today. This website is informational and the purpose is to spread the truths of the deadly effects 
of pesticides. 
 
Colin Meidl, Jared Ruhland, Chandler Rolfsmeyer, John Shiel 
Channel 100 News: Our project is a parody news broadcast, talking about the current water issues in 
Flint, Michigan.  It brings to light the issues that the citizens have to go through, while also connecting it 
to the issues brought up in Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring.  There will also be an accompanying poster 
board that helps highlight the connections we make in the news broadcast.  The quote, “It is not 
possible to add pesticides to water anywhere without threatening water purity everywhere” is 
suggestive the dramatic consequences of pesticides and pollutants in Flint, MI (Carson 42). 
 
Karina Sande, Grace Roemer and Tristan Hughes 
Something to Tweet About: We are creating a poster board that focuses on the topic of bird 
populations and the alarming effects that pesticides have had on the species. We urge students to 
participate in an interactive portion where they can post a sticky note, “something to tweet about”, this 
is a play on words and the social media Twitter. The theme will focus on chapter 8 of Silent Spring and 
the subject of birds. Imagery will provoke a feeling of  “what would a world without birds would be 
like”. Paradoxes will discuss how bird population are affected by other environmental factors besides 
pesticides. Historical information will be cited from bird population documentation from Wisconsin 
DNR. For example, Stanford University discusses the impact of pesticides on bird populations: “The 
potentially lethal impact of DDT on birds was first noted in the late 1950s when spraying to control the 
beetles that carry Dutch elm disease led to a slaughter of robins in Michigan and elsewhere. 
Researchers discovered that earthworms were accumulating the persistent pesticide and that the 
robins eating them were being poisoned.” 
 
Taylor Schmidt  
The Lonely Bird (Drawing): Carson states, “There was not a sound of the song of a bird. It was eerie, 
terrifying. What was man doing to our perfect and beautiful world?” (Carson 104). I decided to focus on 
robins because of their drastic decline in the 1960’s. My drawing is an accurate depiction of the toxic 
cycle affecting all the land species because it suggests how DDT is ingested by the earthworm, and then 
as a result through the robin. A result the “. . .intricate cycle of events by which the robins’ fate is linked 
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to the elm trees by way of the earthworms” (Carson 106). As a community it is important to not only 
think about the people, but the environment and species that are affected by this crisis.  
 
Cole Xander, Hailey Walthers 
Killer Whale or Killer Man? (PPT): Our project talks about the comparisons between Rachel Carson’s 
Silent Spring and the documentary BLackfish. We compare how Seaworld and various chemical 
companies only tell the media what they want people to believe instead of telling the true effects of 
what they are selling, whether it be DDT or tickets to Shamu's show. We also look at how humans have 
affected the environment with DDT as well as how people treat the Orca whales.  Should you believe 
everything a company tells you? Especially if they will do almost anything for money even being aware 
of the consequences? 
 
Morgan Hanson, Sam Eyers, Alexis Kane 
DDT Maps Out Our Animals: Our project is a map to create awareness for animals affected by DDT. 
Using statistics from Rachel Carson’s book, Silent Spring, and current issues today we highlight how DDT 
affects animals. The numerous animals affected by DDT has a great impact on our society today. The 
comparison between the two is to hopefully recognize any changes that have been made from 1960 to 
2018. The map gives pictures and explanations of a number of animals throughout the United States 
that are hurt by DDT.  
 
Sam Murray 
Chemical Groundwater Pollution: My project is a prezi presentation about chemical pollution of 
groundwater. I am basing the framework of my project on the book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson. I will 
look at the real life consequences of the overuse of pesticides and how the water cycle substantially 
amplifies the damage, as well as solutions to the problem of chemical pollution. As Carson explains, 
“The groundwater… travels by unseen waterways until… it contributes to streams and so to rivers. All 
the running water of the Earth’s surface was at one time groundwater. And so, in a very real and 
frightening sense, pollution of the groundwater is pollution of water everywhere” (Carson 42). This idea 
was repeated throughout chapter 4 and is what makes the pollution of groundwater so scary. 
 
Chloe (Mei-Yu) Huang and Carson Timberlake  
Pollution Effects on Animals: We are doing a presentation on google slides about the effects of 
pollution, and how we could prevent these negative side effects from impacting wildlife, and society in 
general. We decided to take our knowledge from the book, Silent Spring, and compare chemical 
pollution from the 1940s to now. This issue is significant because it’s important for us to protect our 
wildlife. 
 
Treyton Waldner 
Pesticides on Wildlife (Poster Board Jeopardy Presentation): Our project is a presentation to inform 
people about the effects of pesticides and the harm they bring to specific animals. We will demonstrate 
our knowledge by gathering all the information together in a presentation, and to spice things up we 
created a game of jeopardy to test their knowledge. 
 
Annika Klahn, Bailey Jerred, Kari Cole 
Impacts of Pesticides on Animals (Google Presentation): We would like to inform the audience of the 
impacts pesticides have on various species of fish and birds and how this impacts the humans.  After 
reading Silent Spring by Rachel Carson, we decided to research for ourselves the impacts of these 
chemicals to see if the positives outweigh the negative effects.  
 
Caitlin Curtis and Christel Vicente 
Trials of the Environment (Board Game): Our goals are to show how, when going through the 
environment players impact (both positively and negatively) the environment.  We will do this through 
different cards, cards with ideas from Silent Spring, cards with real life problems and a wild card stack 
that could totally throw off the player’s game! 
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Gabe Karr 
Through the Eyes of Carson (Art Installation): My goal is to depict the effects of chemicals in a creative 
way that can effectively deliver a message.  My drawing will give a visual to the effects of chemicals 
potentially with mutations over generations of fruit flies. 
 
Dylan DiMaggio 
Last Soil Frontier (Google Presentation): I wanted to study soils today (through a video review as I’m not 
able to do the research myself) and compare that to Chapter 5 in Silent Spring and what we knew about 
soils then.  Have we been taking better care of our soil in the meantime?  Have we gotten worse? 
 

OSHKOSH NORTH HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Isabella Airola 
Pesticides in Wisconsin: My map contains all of the major poison or toxic spills in the state. I thought of 
this idea based on what happened in Silent Spring and Erin Brockovich. Students can learn about things 
that happened right her in Wisconsin by taking a look at the informational map. 
 
Anna Allen, Taylor Pregler, and Hattie Verstegen 
Is The Present Worth the Future? (Exhibit): Our project places emphasis on the effects of pesticides and 
insecticides. The right side of the tank represents the present, having access to chemicals such as DDT 
allows for the ideal yard, with minimal bugs and exquisitely green glass. On this side of the board, you 
can find quotes from “Silent Spring” indicating what the future will become if we continue these 
practices. The left side of the tank displays the decayed environment of the future. There are more 
bugs, representing the ineffectiveness of the chemicals once the bugs become immune. On this side of 
the board you can find quotes that indicate ways to prevent this from occurring. 
 
Sophia Averkamp and Tess Fithenry 
What Contaminates your Drinking Water? (Vegetable Experiment / Map research trifold): In reading 
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, we gained a deep understanding of the devastating treats of water 
contamination to all living beings. Thus beginning our research to discover the underlying causes of 
sickness within our private wells, public water sources and even the contaminated soil that harbors and 
develops the produce we consume. Our creation of a tri fold board display maps the state of Wisconsin 
into the most present contamination in each area and whether the chemicals are being used in a high 
or low developed area. Also displayed on the board are highlighted labels and warnings that are found 
on the boxes and bottles containing these common chemicals that are used by the everyday 
homeowner to show the impact they cause on our environment, pets and ourselves. Lastly, the 
experiments on vegetables we conducted to show the absorption of chemicals into the very foods we 
consume daily. We used different vegetables and soaked them in “chemical” which was really Kool-Aid 
to exemplify that pesticides are never truly washed off from produce because of the absorption 
through the roots and the vascular bundle which harbor this “chemical” ultimately turning the 
vegetables a different color. However, there is a deep contrast between the spraying of chemicals vs 
the injection of chemicals directly into the soil which then follows the plant up through its roots. The 
spraying soaks in somewhat and affects the plants, but the spreading of the chemical is far less 
damaging than the entrance of it to the roots.  
 
Olivia Basiliere 
The effect of pesticides on the brain (Display): My project shows the function of each major section of 
the brain, and the effects of DDT and other organophosphates on them. I also included two separate 
case studies on the effect of pesticides on farmers and young children. My display shows different 
sections for each part of the brain, listing the complications that are caused by pesticide use. 
 
Charles Bock and Dane Laufer 
Can you have your cake and eat it too? (Presentation/Demonstration): Our project explores the 
difference between organic and conventional farming through the use of a tri-fold poster and two 
contrasting cakes. In our project, we compare both the disadvantages and advantages of conventional 
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and organic farming, as well as compare the different prices of the two. Additionally, we investigate the 
meanings of certain labels associated with organic products and the ethical side of farming. Using two 
contrasting cakes, we portray these similarities and differences among the different types of farming in 
a delicious, amusing way. 
 
Connor Bowe and Cade Schmitz 
Mein Craft (Video): Our project uses the platform of Minecraft: Xbox One Edition to portray the long 
lasting effects of pesticides in an environment. Using a mirrored environment identical to one another, 
there is noticeable differences between the two as an example of the destruction of pesticides. We 
titled it as such to show the connection to World War 2 and the monstrous sanitation people have done 
to each other and our land. 
 
Katrina Chang and Paige Wilson 
A Silenced Spring: Our 3D model demonstrates two different scenarios that Carson describes 
throughout her book, Silent Spring. We showed two contrasting environments, one after the use of 
pesticides, and one without any contamination of pesticides. Using specific details from the book, our 
project displays the harmful effects that man-made chemicals have on the world’s biological organisms. 
Our project shows how pesticides can cause mutations, disease, and discoloration; as Carson discusses 
in Silent Spring.   
 
Tessa Doemel and Sydney Geffers 
Pesticidal Pestilence (3D model): Our project shows the dramatized effects of pesticide use on the 
planet. The first side of the exhibit demonstrates how life was before the use of pesticides. The grass 
and trees are green and alive and the people are happy and outside. On the other half, things are dead, 
no people are out and enjoying themselves, and it’s not a happy scene. This side is purposely 
exaggerated to fit the descriptions of Rachel Carson’s inferences of the future of pesticide use. 
Realistically, we know this is not the likely image of what is to be expected, but it is meant to represent 
the worst possibility of people’s fears of what could happen if pesticides are not further regulated.  Our 
project as a whole shows the emotional appeal of people living pesticide free and life within the mess. 
 
Parker Downs 
Are ‘Healthy’ Foods Actually Healthy? (Tri-Fold Display Board): My project looks at different titles 
companies label their products and if the labels actually hold benefits. I look at products labeled 
organic, natural, and green.  
 
Amelia Eierman 
The Rhyme and Rhythm of Spring: This project displays the ideas represented in Rachel Carson’s Silent 
Spring, through poetry and correlating art.  Each poem is written in a different form such as a Haiku, 
Limerick, imagery, etc.  The components of each piece may include visual accessories, rhyming, or may 
even be written in varying perspectives.  It is interactive in the sense that the reader may touch poems 
or read the poetry aloud to hear rhythm. 
 
JesMarie Encarnacion-Ortiz 
The upside down: In this painting that I did, there is a tree that has green leaves, and a sunset with the 
stars and the night. Looks beautiful, peaceful, and inspiring. There is also a place called the upside 
down, where the beautiful tree has disappeared and there are flames and darkness surrounds nature, 
devouring everything in its path. The flames represent destruction, the black represents us humans, the 
destroyers, the reason why the beautiful and peaceful tree is gone.   
 
Maxwell Englund 
Pesticide Boy (Simplified Anatomical Diagram): Four of the most common pesticides used in the U.S. 
with their health effects mapped on a simple human body. Some general health information about 
pesticides is also displayed. 
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Lindsay Fogelson 
Specialized Chemical Control: OSHA and Chemicals in the Workplace: For this documentary, I 
interviewed employees from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration of Northeast 
Wisconsin. This government program is designed to protect workers in a workplace, as well as set 
guidelines for workplace safety. I documented the office to discover what the government is currently 
doing to prevent a silent spring, and what precautions are set in place to protect the workers in 
chemical accidents. Throughout this video, I discussed careers at OSHA, cases relating to chemicals and 
pesticides, and the future of the branch. 
 
Gregory Gibson 
Pesticides and GMO Food Products (Google Presentation): My project shows how the most common 
foods that people buy at the grocery store are altered. Many people don’t know what companies do to 
the food that they eat. I intend to inform those who view my project on how these popular foods are 
modified to withstand some incredibly lethal pesticides just so the company can make a little more 
money. 
 
Bella Green 
Glyphosate around the U.S (Poster project): My project represents the agricultural use of glyphosate, 
which is one of the mostly used pesticide used around the US. Using a scratch of map, I was able to 
identify and notice how much of the world’s farm lands and private properties use this pesticide. 
 
Alyssa Johnson 
Pesticide Apocalypse: My project shows how pesticides affect just the plant itself. It follows two 
controlled plants. One with pesticides and one without and I track the growth of the plants throughout 
the days.   
 
Jessica Jorgenson 
The Effects of Pesticides on the Human Body (Tri-Fold Exhibit): My project uses visuals and facts to show 
how pesticides enter the human body and how it may affect them. The tri-fold will include symptoms 
and causes I found in Silent Spring and in my research. Some causes include through water 
contamination or food contamination. 
 
Sonja Karner 
The Acrylics of Genetic Barriers (Canvas Painting): My project uses artistic interpretation to express 
Rachel Carson's ideas of animals genetically changing in order to thrive in their silenced environments.  
Combining Rachel Carson's ideas and Colince Kamdem's studies to further explain how Central African 
mosquitoes survive in sprayed environments and what impact they have on the surrounding ecosystem. 
 
Lindsey Knepfel 
Musical Spring: My project uses piano music to portray the different emotions felt throughout the 
book. I utilized a mixture of joyful and sorrowful music to bring to life and express the readers’ feelings. 
 
John Konrad, Brandan Krumrei, and Andrew Muller 
Cricket Genocide (Experiment): Our project shows the effects of pesticides on a smaller scale 
environment with crickets, plants, and minnows. We put plants that crickets will eat in our top portion, 
put organic pesticides in one vile, and synthetic pesticides in the other. We then put fish under the 
crickets so the runoff would go into the water the fish are swimming in. The minnows and crickets in 
the synthetic vile died quickly, while the crickets in the organic pesticide died after a day because of 
starvation (proof the organic pesticide works, in real life they would have other food), and the minnows 
are still alive. 
 
Faith Kules 
It's a bug's land (Model of Unites States Map): My project uses a model of the United States map to 
provide a visual representation of where pests popped up, and what pesticides were used to get rid of 
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the pests. Along with the visual there is also a written explanation to go with each pest/pesticide case 
explaining the aftermath of chemical use. 
 
Emily Leverance 
Exploring the world of water (Documentary/research on Water testing): My project explores the 
contaminants of water documenting a live water testing lab experiment which compares pathogens and 
chemical levels of different kinds of water, interviews from various students and professors from UWO, 
and lastly facts about water and how pesticides cause the environment to shift resulting in dangerous 
pathogens contaminating our water sources.  
 
Zachary Mabry 
GWT Medley: My project is comprised of numerous melodies that I put together to coincide with videos 
relating to pesticides. The first part describes the time before pesticides and the beautiful green earth. 
This part is long because pesticides were only recently introduced. The second part is short and shows 
the viewer the time during pesticides. It has a darkened effect to make the viewer connect with 
downsides of pesticides. The third part is to make the viewer comprehend the overall effects on the 
environment with the usage of pesticides.  
 
Andrew McAvoy 
Carson’s Birdhouse: My project is a red and white birdhouse that has labels and messages from 
pesticide companies on the outside, and symbolic objects on the inside. The welcoming exterior and 
messages on the outside contrasted with the harsh reality on the inside is a representation of pesticide 
companies’ attempts to cover up the harmful effects of their products. 
 
Tayja Nichols and Genevieve Youngbauer 
You Are What You Eat: Our project is an interactive exhibit that shows you the effects of pesticide usage 
on multiple different organs. The organs in our mannequin can come out and can be examined 
individually with the effects shown on a poster. Our poster also gets into detail about how pesticides 
affect things like your genetics and your immune system, and how it develops things such as cancer.  
 
La Kendra Scott 
Illuminating Pesticide Use (3D Model): My project demonstrates how pesticides spread throughout a 
farm. I used Legos, black light glue, and a black light to show that despite the best efforts to keep the 
pesticides in certain places, animals spread them from one part of a farm to another. As time goes by, 
the pesticides can be found throughout the entire farm, even inside of the humans’ domain. 
 
Olivia Sheehan 
Pesticides Around the World: My website uses global sources to locate and dig deeper into the most 
used pesticides around the world. These sources allowed me to discover the dangers of these 
"common" pesticides and their effect on the human body.  
 
Colby Snell 
Gold-icide: My project is a research paper paired with a science experiment showing the effects of road 
salt on the environment. I will be showing this with a controlled bucket of water pouring diluted rock 
salts effects on the goldfish in the bucket.   
 
Brent Thompson 
The Broad Scale of Pesticides: My project uses Prezi, an online presentation platform, to make an 
interactive exhibit. The activity contains information about the effects of pesticides that people often 
miss. These ideas present a different idea in the ongoing pesticide debate. 
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OSSEO-FAIRCHILD 
 

Michelle Dewitz and Payton Bertrang 
The Plane of Death (Ecosystem/biosphere): Our ecosystem represents DDT’s effects on the 
environment. The plane flies over the ecosystem and emits a powder that represents DDT. When the 
powder hits the water, it starts turning black to represent the contamination caused by this pesticide. 
The platform is covered in ads trying to sell DDT products to consumers, which shows that the public 
was completely unaware of the harm caused by DDT. Newspaper articles also cover the board talking 
about DDT’s effects. 
 
Brooke Freitag and Mariah Gearing 
The Uncovered Truth (Wooden Puzzles): The four puzzles display the four main groups affected by DDT 
(water, humans, animals, and plants). The front of each puzzle shows what people thought was 
happening. Once the puzzle pieces are taken off, however, there’s a new portrait displayed which 
shows the uncovered truth of what DDT actually does to our environment. 
 
Valerie Gillingham 
Carson’s Movement (Collage): Carson’s Movement depicts Rachel Carson as a wizard, inspiring the 
environmental movement. All the colorful images on the collage represent what is affected by DDT and 
other chemicals people put into the environment.  
 
Elaina Krings and Maisy Haas 
DDT World: This drawing depicts “DDT World” which is a play on Disney World and similar theme parks. 
We chose a theme park because theme parks are mainly targeted towards and associated with children.  
DDT affected many children, especially in terms of mortality, so it makes sense that it would target and 
destroy a place of happiness for kids. Other symbols scattered around the drawing include: dead plant 
life and skeletons to represent mortality, a broken eggshell ride represents the effect of DDT on birds, a 
whack-a-bug game and the food stands represent DDT’s use as a pesticide, contaminated water, and 
general decay. The burned edges symbolize DDT’s destructiveness and how it consumes everything in 
its path. 
 
Andrea Kubishak and Caeli Fetherston 
Storm in the Sky: This sculpture displays the effects of DDT on agriculture, water, and human life. It 
contains a row of crops with ladybugs to show the life of plants before DDT was introduced into 
agriculture. After spraying, the plants no longer had bugs, but they became smaller and less-developed 
due to the DDT pulling nutrients from the soil. The nearby stream shows how it polluted the rivers and 
affected the aqua life. In the middle of the city there is a hospital with cars parked in the parking lot to 
show how many people were becoming ill and needed medical assistance. Lastly, the plane -- it flies 
over the display spraying a substance to represent DDT. The plane contains warning signs that should 
have been present during spraying.  
 
Candie Portell and Mattie Kempf 
Earth’s Killer Revealed! (Large-scale wooden evidence box): The project reads left to right and top to 
bottom. The left side is a before and the right side is an after analysis of the effects DDT has on earth 
and his inhabitants. The dead plants on the top are around a living plant to represent the earth dying 
around us. The airplane represents the planes that spray the DDT on the plants as does the handheld 
sprayer we have incorporated. 
 
Jenna Bischoff 
Not-So-Silent Carson (Poster): This project portrays who Rachel Carson was and what she is known for. 
Carson is the reason the book was written and she is the reason DDT is now banned in the United 
States. It describes her work and what she did to let the people of the world know what they are 
dealing with. She was the one who did what she could to let people know the truth even though that 
was what not what she wanted to put all her time and energy towards. 
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ROCK UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Quintin Hocking 
Silent Spring: A Public Service Announcement (Posters): This is a Wisconsin public service announcement 
on negative chemicals that affect the environment and have hidden consequences on health. Radium-
226 and 228, Trihalomethanes, Arsenic, Nitrate, Uranium, and Nitrite have been deemed safe to use by 
FDA, the USDA, and the government, yet still found in our water supply. Monsanto Farm’s Round-Up 
has been accused of causing cancer and a Federal State Judge of California is actually reviewing the 
case.  The goal of this PSA is to inform the Wisconsin public of what is actually in water and how 
harmful “safe” chemicals actually are. Like Rachel Carson, I want to expose the violations that have 
been covered. What I hope to achieve with this PSA is to open the public's eye on water pollution.  
 
Morgan Schmitt 
Death from DDT (Painting): This is an artistic look at the the effects of DDT and pesticides on nature and 
people. The painting  begins by showing what the world and nature looked like before DDT; when 
pesticides were being used. Then it  progresses into a world where DDT is being used and depicts how 
much nature is affected. Throughout Silent Spring Rachel Carson speaks of the disastrous and 
borderline “nuclear fallout” like effects of DDT on the environment and those who inhabit it. However, 
she does try to point out proposals for realization, change, and revival. My painting will follow Carson’s 
ideas as the beginning of the painting shows the earth and nature thriving, then gradually dying 
because of the causes of DDT.  
 
Alyssa Ackland and Carly Rote 
Realms of the Soil (Diorama): Dirt samples from each side of the diagram represent the different ways 
chemicals and pesticides affect the soil in the surrounding environment of the two sides. This replica of 
affected dirt shows how dangerous these pesticides really are to, not only the above ground life, but 
the below ground life such as worms, bacteria, roots of plants, ground water, and more. When these 
pesticides soak into the soil they cause long term issues for the area making plants not grow or the dirt 
to be unarable as farmland anymore as well as how controlled chemical sprays aren’t as controlled and 
cross contaminate through ground water or other contaminating aspects that travel affect the ability to 
grow. The layering of the old dirt and new dirt over years shows how long those chemicals really do stay 
in the soil and how long they affect the area. In Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring she says over and over 
how important the soil is for the environment and how little humans and scientists, who ignored her, 
knew about these horrific problems they would cause in later generations. This diagram shows those 
harsh negatives and how long it really would take to get over the host of side effects these chemicals 
cause.  
 
Elliott Brigham 
Did You Thank The Soil Today? (Renaissance Fair-like Performance): I will be in “character” all day as 
someone, who some may describe as crazy, who is warning the populations about how we are killing 
the earth. The soil is so important! We need to respect it! We need to love the earth or the earth will 
die! Paying homage to the expose like writing of Rachel Carson and to the lunacy of those who received 
her book as “nonsense”, I am acting as those “the world is going to explode and GOD IS THE ONLY 
THING THAT CAN SAVE US!” but instead of focusing on a god and faith I am shouting that the soil is our 
“savior.” In Silent Spring Carson explains very in depth about the importance to soil to everything and 
how if it is dies the species that depend on it, such as humans, will die as well.   
 
Alesha Brooks 
Drinking DDT: Rachel Carson explains very vividly how pesticides end up in areas far from where they 
belong. My project represents how the spraying of pesticides by farmers or people who garden is not 
controlled; the wind blows those chemicals to other areas. Also, when it rains the runoff  goes into our 
waterways through storm drains that are frequently located in streets. Rain and runoff from garden and 
lawn irrigation runs down the streets through gutters into the storm drains.  They also drain into the 
sewage and sewage treatment plants. While wastewater treatment plants send incoming wastewater 
through a thorough treatment and disinfection process before releasing water into the river, they do 
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not actually detoxify pesticides, thus sending residue into our waterways.  I’m physically showing that 
pesticides end up in areas that they are not meant to be.  
 
Casey Cox 
Rachel Carson, Protector of Earth (Story/Superhero Comic Strip): Rachel Carson is a hero. She single 
handedly inspired the environmental movement with Silent Spring. Who knows what would have 
happened if she had not stepped up?  She stood up for what she believed in just as a superhero would 
do. Rachel Carson wrote a book that proved her side, she fought against big pesticide companies, the 
government, and a society who believed she was not able to make a different. Yet, she made a 
difference which is something not many “civilians” do. She was highly criticized when she should have 
been held in highest regard, like a superhero. “In a world riddled with chemical assailants, one woman 
steps up to save not only the earth but save the inhabitants of the world from themselves. Rachel Carson 
in the first chapter describes a world without birds, a sad world. In this superhero comic board Carson 
protects humanity from becoming that world; she is the only reason we live in a world filled with birds, 
bugs, and life.” 
 
Cody Cox 
THE WRATH OF DDT: This is a 1950’s style film trailer called The Wrath of DDT. It is a a dramatic 
depiction of Rachel Carson’s major warnings in Silent Spring.  This film conveys the dangers of DDT and 
pesticides. The use of DDT led to many complications in wildlife and nature including water, soil, plants, 
trees, animals and humans. In this film, DDT is a malicious yet mysterious entity, as DDT was known to 
be dangerous, but the malevolent consequences were not necessarily known or accepted.  
 
Grace Creed 
Rest in Peace: My project is a diorama of the village described in the fictional world described in “A 
Fable for Tomorrow, the first chapter of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. The focal point of the diorama 
will be a graveyard for all of the animals and people who presumingly died throughout the chapter. I 
feel that this chapter was a wonderful representation of the possible consequences if we continue on 
the path of using dangerous chemicals such as DDT. With the diorama there is an analysis of the effects 
the deaths have on the environment as well as obituaries for each creature. 
 
Conner Ellis  
Chemicals Against Humanity: A Card Game, Based on a card for Horrible People: This is an interactive 
game based, possibly expansion, of the popular card game Cards Against Humanity. I chose Cards 
Against Humanity because as I read the book I kept thinking about how this book bluntly points out how 
we are destroying are world and those who inhabit it much like Cards Against Humanity. Carson does 
not sugar coat the situation the earth is in and the fate of living creatures if we continue on this path. 
(Add how your game is different here) Using the chapter names, key figures, and vocabulary I create a 
mock expansion of the game called “Chemicals Against Humanity.”  
 
Autum Hall 
“How to Love your Earth”: This is a “Wikihow” like website that shows how to destroy the earth. It 
includes how using pesticides, trying to control nature, not doing research on chemicals, and misusing 
chemicals/pesticides and not understanding the consequences harms and is essentially killing the earth 
and those that inhabit it. In addition, each instance has descriptions that include how each of them 
works to devastate the earth in its own way. The project is satirically titled “How to Love the Earth.” My 
project takes Rachel Carson’s idea of how we are destroying the earth and turns it into a satirical step-
by-step of how to take every measure possible to kill the earth. The last section will be a short 
redemption piece on how these methods have realistically impacted the earth and what can be done to 
help. 
 
Ashtin Lehman and Ghost Stoner 
An English Background: A Literary Reference Analysis: This display board focuses on the literary 
references and use of poetic language throughout the text as a reflection of Rachel Carson's 
background in English. By providing pictures with specific quotes from her work, we can establish how 
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the imagery she invokes is used to make abstract ideas more concrete. Discussing this element of 
Carson's writing gives a clear picture of how she appealed to her audience at the time and made the 
text more approachable. 
 
Ryott Marzahl  
Worm Rights! (Picket signs): Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring showed people that there are  groups of species 
whose lives are being forgotten and disregarded. Movements towards helping the forgotten take 
dedicated people to show the flaws and wrongdoings when oppression exists; so much like the dedicated 
people of historical and modern civil rights movements, I wanted to use a similar platform to educate 
people about how important particular species are to the earth and the living creatures on it. This project 
focuses on the loss of worms due to the use of chemicals and practices of the human species. Worms are 
one of the most important creatures in the ecosystem. They naturally till the land and bring vital nutrients 
to the land. If all the worms die, then all the plants die, then we all die. These protest signs are symbolic 
of the voices of worms that seem to have been forgotten.  
 
Luke Perry and Lydia Thompson 
Which Road Will You Take?: This model shows what it would be like if  DDT were heavily sprayed versus 
us stopping the production and spraying of DDT. The model is split in half, showing two trails 
representing the two circumstances. We were inspired by Carson’s reference to Robert Frost’s poem 
“The Road Not Taken.”  Our project shows the effects of spraying of DDT versus not using it. We wanted 
to pay homage to Frost’s poem by showing that both roads have negatives, not one is perfect; however, 
the side sprayed with DDT is drastically worse. Many things would be dead in the DDT side including 
insects, plants, and animals. The side without DDT spraying will be full of life but also have things 
representing the “costs” of living in a world without DDT. We also are including another poem that we 
wrote. We were inspired by Frost and Carson; we feel like we merged their two ideas ideas into one in 
order to tell the story of our model. The book tells us many things and one of the main things is if we do 
not change our practices towards chemical use on our environment there will be death but she also 
takes in account what is going to have to change and what will be difficult  if we stop using the chemical 
all together.  
 
Michaela Schneider 
The Fall of Man (Interactive art installation): Animals. They live in the ground we walk on, they breathe 
in the air we breathe, they eat the plants we eat. They are everywhere, but as much as they may annoy 
us, they are essential to life--to our lives. Silent Spring focuses mostly on nature; how what it does and 
what man does in it and to it can make or break the world. This is so true, while also being wildly 
absurd. How could such small things have such a great effect on life as we know it? Well, just think 
about who was here first. We invaded their space. They want it back. This model shows a small part of 
artwork in the book. I noticed that instead of being specific to the bugs and animals talked about in the 
book, it was more random (while also only showing insects). I am taking a more detailed approach to 
this idea. I choose to do this because I admire the artwork and I want to add to it. Every little piece has 
meaning, just as it does in life. Just as in the inspiring drawing, a plethora of life is shown swooping in 
onto the page. My project will also take this shape, while showing all the life that wants revenge on 
mankind. Each piece will have an explanation as to why I included it. There is one catch to this. You are 
the one putting this together. Each animal has a string connected to it. You will have to hang it up to get 
the statistic. At the end, there will be 100 statistics of animal deaths. 
 
Isabella Swank  
Environment is a Virus (Digital Media Project): Environmentalism is a Virus is heavily based upon the 
concept “Language is a Virus” by the author William S. Burroughs; this concept states that language can 
be spread rapidly and is influential beyond any possible comprehension. Using an overhead projector 
with a clear baking pan, mineral oil, a motor, and transparencies with some of the most poignant words 
from the novel, a projection of slow moving words reflect on a still silhouette in a white suit. This 
functions as both a statement on how influential this book has been on, not only the literary world but, 
the environment. It is a statement on paying homage to Carson’s critique on how the environmental 
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movement is perceived to be something that functions only on the sidelines and within small 
communities of people.  
 
James Taylor 
Kirby v King DDT: In this “fan fiction” like story, Kirby, the protagonist, will be facing  off with King DDT. I 
was inspired by Carson’s many references to people and animals eating “poisoned” food due to DDT 
and other chemical spraying on crops. Kirby, a pink ball-like creature, eats a lot of food and he uses his 
appetite as his attack in games. Kirby squares off with King DD(T/D), a large blue, green in my story, 
penguin that has a large hammer. In my project there will  computer graphics king DDT. In my comic, 
Kirby, the comic Rachel Carson,  is facing  off with King DDT. Synopsis: “Kirby is on his home planet 
eating food and when King DDT shows up. Although King DDT makes crops grow fast, seemingly, 
making everything better. Kirby, a food loving character, gets excited at first but realizes that food they 
are all eating is dangerous. Kirby uses his unusual appetite to show people the effects of this neww DDT 
enhanced food.” 
 
Mylssa Wunder 
DDT vs You: This board game is based off of the childhood classic, Chutes and Ladders. Within the game 
there is a display of the effects of modern time pesticides and herbicides along with the effects of past 
years use of DDT as described in Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. The rules and play of the game will be a 
little different as you will be able to answer questions to get ahead in the game and/or possibly fall 
behind again. A di will be rolled to determine how many spots you get to move. You will simply have to 
get from the bottom of the board to the top all while trying to not harm your character with the 
dangerous effects of pesticides. Your character may fall sick with cancer from DDT if you aren't careful. 
 
Makenna Barry  
A Pledge To Harm: I have constructed, on a wooden pallet, a satire pledge making fun of DDT, the main 
chemical talked about Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. This satirical pledge portrays the idea that the 
producers of DDT put into people's heads. I thought it was interesting how trusting the people 
mentioned in Silent Spring were easily swayed to believe that DDT was helpful and safe; almost as if 
they pledged their allegiance to a chemical. To construct this project, I obtained a wooden pallet that I 
altered so I could work with it. I wrote a pledge that advertised a fake trust, painted the pallet, and 
proceeded to write the pledge on it with sharpie.  
 

SAPAR C/O MARQUETTE SCHOOL 
 

Tirah Spivey 
The Process of Death: This project demonstrates the way life itself was affected by the terrible 
chemicals used to kill mosquitoes that ended up harming animals, humans and non targeted insects. 
 
Breana Green 
The Effects Chemicals Made on the Innocent: This poster will show how Rachel Carson used evidence, 
poignant vocabulary and the rhetorical triangle to support her claim that chemicals used to kill the 
Japanese Beetle affected birds and other wildlife. 
 
Ruby Corona 
Why Rachel Carson Wrote Silent Spring: This poster of Rachel Carson’s life explains why she wrote Silent 
Spring. 
 
Jalea Taylor 
The Hearbreak of Nature: This poem is showing that the government is ruining today’s natural world by 
using pesticides that kill wildlife, plants, etc. 
 
Veronica Tlecuitl-Leon 
Killing with Chlorpyrifos: This poster includes pictures, facts, statistics, anecdotes, and historical 
information on the use and harm of chlorpyfifos. 
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Skylar Starczynski 
Analyzing Chapter One: This poster analyzes the descriptions in the first chapter of Rachel Carson’s 
Silent Spring.  
 
Jahari Harper 
Analyzing “Beyond the Dream of the Borgias”: This poster analyzes chapter 11. 
 
Shaela Flowers 
Analyzing “The Human Price”: This poster analyzes chapter 12. 
 
Marlene Thompson 
Analyzing “Realms of the Soil”: This poster analyzes chapter 5. 
 

SOUTHERN DOOR HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Gracie Englebert 
Living With CAFOs: It’s a Crap Chute (Video Essay): At the time Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring, 
people used DDT due to their ignorance regarding its danger. In my community, many people are 
ignorant of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation’s detrimental effects on the environment. Over the 
course of the past few months, I have gathered evidence from DNR records, local court-cases, and 
university studies proving their impact. I then wrote an essay (published in our book and on our 
website), wrote a letter to the editor which was published in the Door County Advocate, and finally 
filmed this TED-Ed video essay, aiming to inform citizens on an issue often hidden from the public eye. 
While Rachel Carson’s work spurred the national environmental movement, I hope my work with Door 
County Land Air and Water will affect change within my community. 
 
Deseree Dufek 
An Investigation of Door County’s Impaired Waters (Video Essay): I created a video reflecting what most 
troubles me about Door County’s environment. I wanted to demonstrate my own independent 
research, information I had gathered, and picturesque Door County in an easily understood way. This 
project was inspired by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. Because Rachel Carson realized the danger behind 
the pesticides and chemicals that were widely used across the United States at the time, she wrote a 
book about the adverse effects of the chemicals on people and the environment. I decided to apply 
Rachel Carson’s outlook to my own video project in the hopes of spreading awareness of Door County’s 
impaired waters and the ways we can help fix them. 
 
Zoey Kohler 
Let's Talk About the Gypsy Moths (News show special): We wish for our stories to reflect current 
happenings in the world in order to move fellow citizens to make a change and better the environment, 
much like Rachel Carson with her book Silent Spring. Increasingly in recent years, gypsy moths have 
ravaged foliage, leaving trees barren and stunted. As a current issue, I chose to relay the gypsy moth 
issue as a news segment by detailing its significance along with ways to help. While I recognize not 
everyone will take action against moths hurting trees, I hope to get the wheels turning on how even 
small creatures make an significant impact on the environment. 
 
Megan Neubauer 
DC LAW (Video Essay): This project is an easy-to-watch video that describes further what Door County 
Land, Air, Water stands for. The written copy of this video is featured in the book as a declaration of 
independence/constitution mock paper. It was conducted by recording groups of students reciting the 
script made from the original essay. The focus of the manifesto is to highlight serious environmental 
issues in Door County, much like the book did in a world wide scope. It explicitly declares what isn't 
allowed in Door County environmentally and explains specific aspects that mean the most to Door 
County's caring citizens and tourists. The purpose, much like the book, is to rally action around 
environmental issues. 
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Olivia Van Den Heuvel 
"Liv Video": This is a fun science video about Door County's biome's, and the effects of climate change 
on our County's ecosystem. My video is an educational video that summarizes the effects climate 
change has had on our County's biome's. Our class created a book, DC Law, and I wrote the 
chapter “We Are the Solution” about global warming, and its harmful consequences on Door County's 
ecosystem. Most importantly, my video explains how to solve this problem and create a better Door 
County and world.   
 
Emma Jeanquart 
Bat Presentation (Video Essay): In Silent Spring, Rachel Carson frequently began her chapters with an 
association to an animal or its habitat. People experience more sympathy towards animals; we own 
pets, were taught to put them out of their misery, and understand we posess power in our 
relationship’s. I went to Mr. Toneys for help and research material regarding bats, and the reason for 
their sudden disappearance. Similar to Rachel, I found advice and safer alternatives for the minor 
problems bats may cause, and hope that this information will save their lives, even a small number.  
 
Maggie Grota 
GMOs and the Environment (Video Essay): As a class, we based ideas off of Rachael Carson's Silent 
Spring, and related these topics to our home county. Each individual choose their own environmental 
issue, and created an informational or creative video about it. My video educates viewers about the 
dangers in the growing industry of Genetically Modified Foods. The video also discusses the detrimental 
effects GMOs have on an ecosystem. The listener is also informed on how to avoid GMOs and prevent 
the already huge industry from expanding. 
 
MaCayla Moore 
No Trees, No life (Video Essay): It is imperative that we take care of the beautiful earth we have 
inhabited. One of the most prevalent environmental issues in Door County is the decline of healthy 
Cherry trees. A few causes of this decline in numbers are Aphids, too basic soil, and over spraying of 
pesticides. The Cherry trees give us income and a unique feature in Door County that attracts tourists. 
During our writing process, I felt that I needed to personally show that I was willing to help the Cherry 
trees. Therefore, in spring of this year, my family will rejuvenate the orchard presented in my video.  
 
Ryan Charles 
Trash (Video Essay): The book, "Silent Spring", by Rachel Carson is a work of literature explaining the 
effects of certain environmental issues brought upon the ecosystems by humans. We found one specific 
environmental issue and intertwined its relevancy to Door County. Trash is a large issue everywhere, 
but polluting our home of exquisite beauty obliterates the sanctity of nature. 
 
Shaina Skaletski 
The Damage of 7 English class applied the environmental issues analyzed in Rachel Carson's "Silent 
Spring" to Door County. I found the health concerns relating to the environmental harm most intriguing 
and decided to base my project on it. I wrote a PSA-style informational essay for our class novel as well 
as Door County citizens unaware of the detriments. My video presentation summarizes the essay 
information while adding the visual appeal of natural Door County environment. 
 
Eli Jeanquart 
Invasive Species in Door County (Video Essay): We decided to write about the environmental factors in 
Rachael Carson's Silent Spring, and the topic within the book that I focused on was invasive species. 
Within my project, I went into detail about the effects of invasive species, such as the Sea Lamprey and 
Zebra Mussel, in Door County.  
 
Ben Kielar 
Microplastics in Lake Michigan (Video Essay): Our class chose to use Rachel Carson's Silent Spring as a 
springboard to explore environmental issues affecting our own Door County. I decided to focus on the 
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rising concern of microplastics in the waters of Lake Michigan. There are many simple things people can 
do to prevent plastics from entering the water, in turn protecting aquatic plants and animals, 
themselves and others. 
 
Alex Quigley 
Natural vs. Synthetic Medications in Door County (Video/Essay): We, the English students at Southern 
Door High School, decided to write about environmental problems relating specifically to Door County, 
WI. I wrote an essay specifically about natural versus synthetic medications and how natural products 
are worth your time and effort in the long run. Simply going down the alternative products aisle in a 
grocery store is all that I call out for people to do. I, then, made a video set in different locations in 
Sturgeon Bay, WI to show where places are that people can go to obtain and use natural products 
regularly.  
 
Regan Norton 
Environmental Laws in Door County (Video Essay): Our class decided on creating a continuation to 
Rachel Carson's Silent Spring by focusing on what we can do in our home, Door County. Specifically, I 
decided to inform people about what residents can do, through the process and development of laws, 
to protect our environment. The background on current laws in place was also a crucial focus for me. I 
discussed the significance of the environment on our county as a whole, as well as why it is so 
important to speak out and create barriers against the destruction of our beautiful area. 
 
Seth Hanson 
Solar Power in Door County (Video Essay): I chose to build on the environmental aspects of Silent Spring 
by researching alternative sources of power in my home county, specifically the potential use of solar 
panels in Door County. In this video, I summarize what I learned about the large scale use of solar 
energy and what these factors would mean for Door County, as well as the benefits they could bring 
and different methods of implementing them. While I focused on Door County, I discovered that what I 
found would be applicable many other places, all across the U.S. and even the world. 
 
Helen Parks 
Zero-Waste Lifestyle (Video Essay): Our class decided to build on the book Silent Spring by researching 
environmental problems in Door County. I created an informative video about living a zero-waste 
lifestyle and how it will help preserve our environment. Our society has a waste problem and, if more 
people live a zero-waste lifestyle, we can reduce the waste output in our communities. This video will 
teach you about how and why you should live a zero-waste lifestyle to improve your community.  
 
Heath Kennedy 
Manure Menace (Video Essay): This project is an informative, yet urgent message explaining the 
devastating environmental effects of poor manure management. Inspired by Rachel Carson's "Silent 
Spring," this video essay addresses an environmental and ecological issue that presents itself in Door 
County, and urges citizens to fix the problem. 
 
 
Hunter Falish 
Deer In Door County (Video Essay): The focus of my project is about the environmental problems 
surrounding deer in Door County. The idea for this project came from reading Rachel Carsons' book 
Silent Springs. My video covers the concerns of deer overpopulation in Door County and the effects this 
has on the environment. It also gives a call to action for citizens within county, is to work with the local 
DNR and find a solution for the problem. 
 
Clara Charles 
Recycle Day in Door County (Video Essay): We read the book "Silent Spring" by Rachel Carson, and 
connected it to our own community, Door County. Each person in the class had to select a different 
environmental type issue and expand on it, focusing on the area we live in. The topic I chose, and am 
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extremely passionate about, is recycling. It's simple for every individual to recycle on a daily basis, and it 
makes a huge positive impact on Earth, rather than polluting precious nature with garbage. 
 
Jenna Jonas 
Light Pollution (Video Essay): Rachel Carson's environmental novel, "Silent Spring", has influenced me to 
take action in my hometown of Door County. Light pollution needs to be addressed. If we take action as 
necessary, we'll be able to see the stars more clearly than we ever have.   
 
Anna Meier 
Man-made Droughts in Door County (Video Essay): We decided to write about the man-made 
environmental problems in our home, Door County. I wrote about the threat of man-made droughts 
and their prevention through conservation and land management. I chose to do this because I live on a 
farm and have seen the effects of droughts on land. 
 

WISCONSIN HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Audrey Biemeret 
Unwanted Treatments (Watercolor Painting): My project details the unprompted destruction of many 
species through the personification of three specific examples as detailed in Silent Spring. In my 
painting you can see that the personified woman has fire ants for her hair, gypsy moths as her skin, and 
sagebrush where her eyes would be. Also present are clouds of different types of herbicides and 
pesticides that are causing the ants, moths, and sagebrush to die and fall off wherever the clouds hit 
the woman’s body. The purpose of my project was to put in perspective how the unnecessary 
treatments of non-threatening species did more bad than good. 
 
Ivy Kartman and Alycia Hosking 
Fading Into a Darker World (Charcoal Mural): Our project uses visual elements to provide an analysis of 
Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring. Our picture starts with the nature scene she describes in the Fable 
of Silent Spring. In our picture it slowly fades from the picture perfect nature scene to the second scene 
she describes in the Fable. The picture transitions  from color to black and white. Down the center of 
our picture, there is a road. As the road transitions in the black and white image, where the road comes 
to an end there’s a stop sign. Next to the stop sign it says “Stop Abuse and Overuse of Chemicals”. We 
felt that this was a good way to visually represent the damage chemicals have done to the 
environment. 
 
Brooke Presny and Miranda Keith 
Taking a Closer Look: Our project is a model of a visually appealing horse stable. This represents what 
people see from a far distance. As you look closer, the captions on each object will explain the problems 
within each object. The problems relate to Silent Spring and all the chemical use, the effects the 
chemicals have, and even bring in other outside issues. The racehorses in our stable have been given 
steroids and the dog has been inbred for many generations. We made this project to show that from a 
distance most things seem fine, but when you take a closer look, many major issues appear. 
 
Alexander Le Voy and Hunter Phillips 
Why do pesticides kill you? (Exhibit): We explain how exposure to different categories of pesticides 
affect the human body, specifically the effects on many different organs and the nervous system. The 
exhibit also shows the normal process of certain organs and the nervous system and what changes 
occur when exposed to pesticides.  
 
Riley Holcomb, Rhead Jacobus, Brennan Zander 
Silent Spring: Our game is inspired by “The Game of LIFE.” We use different colored tiles to show 
different kinds of consequences, which can show how chemical use could have affected someone’s life 
in 1962. The consequences of chemicals were drawn from the chemicals that Rachel Carson explains in 
Silent Spring. We hope that the people who play our game will have an even better understanding of 
how bad chemicals are for people and the environment.  
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Alina Pietrzykowski 
Pinpointing Moments of Change: My project uses three separate flowcharts to describe the history of 
chemical usage, pinpoint the moment where a different decision could have altered the present, and 
compares the chemical history to the Great Depression. Most impactful situations have a point at which 
a single choice could reshape the result. Even though the Great Depression and chemical usage are not 
directly related, there are comparisons in the decision- making processes. The center flowchart 
illustrates current/ future options for controlling pests without the harmful effects of mass spraying. 
Unlike the historical flowcharts that have a set path (because they already occurred), this chart has 
branches and options because right now, we have the opportunity to step back and make an educated 
decision about our future.   
 
Natalie Sander 
Charming Countrysides and Chemical Consequences: This sculpture is a somewhat morbid game of 
“find the difference.” One side is teeming with life. The birds, flowers, and fish are all living peacefully 
amongst each other. The other side shows what our earth will become if we keep using the harsh 
chemicals. The flowers are all dead, there are no longer fish in the stream, and the animals are either 
sick or dead. If you look closely you can see quotes from “The Fable” written on the plants and animals, 
describing which part of the chapter they represent. 
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MAPS & DIRECTIONS 
 

This year’s Great World Texts Annual Student Conference takes place at two venues: the 
WISCONSIN INSTITUTE FOR DISCOVERY (WID) and UNION SOUTH. 
 
Participating teachers and students should direct buses to drop off and pick up at WID 
using the North Orchard Street entrance. At WID, teachers will pick up their conference 
materials and students will drop off projects for presentation during the afternoon sessions. 
They will then walk to Union South, which is located on the other side of Johnson Street (see 
map below). Union South will host the morning’s Plenary Sessions and Keynote Address, as 
well as lunch.  
 
At the end of the lunch hour, conference attendees will cross back over to WID, where they 
will present their projects, and gather for the awarding of project prizes and closing 
remarks. At the end of the conference, all attendees should be picked up at WID on the east 
side of the building. 
 
For those attendees who are driving their own vehicles to the conference: parking can be 
found nearby at Union South or the Engineering Drive Ramp (see map below). 

 
 

 
 

Map of the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery and Union South. Both conference venues are marked 
with a star. The north drive where buses should drop off and pick up students at WID (North Orchard 
Street) is marked with an arrow. The two parking ramps in the near vicinity are marked with triangles.  
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Below is a map of the project presentation space at WID, where the afternoon sessions will 
take place. Students assigned to present their projects at THE FARM TABLE will meet in the 
West and East Conference Rooms. Students assigned to present their projects in THE 
GREENHOUSE will use specially designated laptops located in the H.F. DeLuca Forum. All 
other students will set up their projects at their school’s assigned tables, which are located 
throughout the first floor of the building. 
 

 
 
Below is a map of the second floor of Union South. The PLENARY SESSIONS and KEYNOTE 
ADDRESS will take place in Varsity Hall (marked with a star).  
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ACCESSIBILITY 
 

WID: Both the men’s and women’s restrooms on the first floor are accessible to persons 
with disabilities. For conference attendees who need access to a gender-neutral restroom, 
there is a designated family restroom located on the first floor. This restroom is also 
accessible. There are more gender neutral and accessible bathrooms located on the 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th floors. To access restrooms located on the upper floors, please speak with Center for 
the Humanities staff or WID personnel. 
 
UNION SOUTH: There is a Health Room located on the same floor as Varsity Hall, which can 
be used in the event a guest needs to breastfeed. Speak with Center for the Humanities staff 
or Union South personnel about access. All restrooms on the second floor are accessible to 
persons with disabilities. There are no gender-neutral restrooms located on the second 
floor, but there are on the first and third floors. To access the third-floor gender neutral 
restrooms, please speak to Center for the Humanities staff or WID personnel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Look for staff wearing a GREAT WORLD TEXTS badge  
if you need help or have any questions! 
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GREAT WORLD TEXTS IN WISCONSIN 
is a public humanities initiative of the 

Center for the Humanities at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
 

We are grateful to the program’s sponsors: A. W. Mellon Foundation; the Evjue Foundation; 
UW-Madison Libraries; the Department of History; the Anonymous Fund of the College of 
Letters & Science; and the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. 
 

Special thanks to this year’s faculty advisor, Gregg Mitman, Vilas Research and William 
Coleman Professor of History, Medical History, and Environmental Studies, and Devin 
Garofalo, 2014-2017 Great World Texts Public Humanities Fellow. Many UW-Madison faculty, 
staff, and graduate students participated in our educator colloquia and helped with this year’s 
programming, including: Jen Plants, Faculty Associate in the Department of English; Cynthia 
Bachhuber and Lee Grady, from the Wisconsin Historical Society; and Robin Rider, Special 
Collections Librarian at Memorial Library. Marci Glaus and the Wisconsin Department of 
Public Instruction have been supportive partners. And special thanks to those members of 
the UW-Madison community who volunteered to help make today’s conference a success: 
Julia Dauer, Sam Gee, and the special judges from Jenell Johnson’s Environmental Rhetoric 
course. 
 
Teaching materials for and additional information about Silent Spring in Wisconsin—as well 

as previous Great World Texts programs—are available online. To learn more, visit our 
website or contact Aaron Fai at greattexts@humanities.wisc.edu. 

 
Applications for the 2018-2019 Great World Texts in Wisconsin program,  

Jamaica Kincaid’s A Small Place in Wisconsin, will be online by May 1 with a 
deadline of June 15.  

 

Visit our website for details:  
www.humanities.wisc.edu 

 


